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PREFACE
Little tea been dona in ih© way of collecting and 
preserving material dealing with local history. In survey­
ing the various aspect® of Omtm *& history the author found 
many topic® of interest which should toe, and presently are 
not* in a collection* Many item® of local interest have 
already vanished, and other® will soon go the same way if 
proper research is not accomplished*
In selecting a topic for research the author discovered 
that no material ted bean collected on toe Ancient Order of 
the Knights of Ak-Sar-Sen, an Institution which ha® become 
an Integral part of the city in its sixty-eight years of 
existence* Thus, the purpose of this study has been to 
collect material dealing with this civic organisation and 
provide a coherent account of It® founding and varly history 
before It Is lost for all time.
As on® might expect, the major portion of this research 
was done from local newspaper® of the period, which have 
been preserved on microfilm in the dash® Public Library Since 
the records in the Ak-3^ r-Ben office were too current for the 
period covered in this study they proved to be of little value, 
although for research done after 192© they would to® very 
helpful* The plates reproduced in the appendix of this thesis 
were secured from Mrs* Ethel Powell of the Ak>S ,r*Bsn Head­
quarters and also fro® Mr# Buchanan, who is the present owner
ill
of the Qua Henze Company.
At this time the author would Ilk# to acknowledge hi® 
indebtedness to Dr* Frederick M * Adrian of the Department 
of History of the University of Omaha for hi# conetant interest 
and constructive criticism rendered in the preparation of 
this study* the author would also like to express hi® grati­
tude for the valuable assistance given him by the staff of 
the Omaha Public library Reference Department. Finally, 
the author wishes to thank the World-Heraid for access to 
their clipping file without which this thesis would have 
been made immeasurably more difficult to complete.
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CHAPTER I
THE ORIGIN OF THE KNIGHTS OF /.K-SAB-BRN
On® of the most unique civic organisations in the
mid-west# established In 1895# was the Ancient Order of 
the Knights of Ak«Sar«3en. This organisation was establish*
@d as a temporary panacea to help Omaha survive the drought 
and depression which had spread over the city in the early 
1 8 9 0*0 . During this period brave pioneers, who opened the
gateway to the West# were watching their dreams and hopes
of Omaha becoming a ’great metropolis#1 drift down the 
Missouri River to their rival Kansas City. Those citizens, 
who were seeking a cure for Omaha*s troubles agreed that 
something must be done to bring people from the surrounding 
area to their city; something to entertain them once they 
were here and make the people return home thinking and talk­
ing about the hospitable treatment they had received in the 
city. These problems were solved when a number of prominent 
businessmen founded the Knights of Ak-Sar-Ben# which provided 
"fabulous## entertainment for the state fair held in the city 
and turned the tide of the depression toward an era of 
prosperity.
The depression of 1893 caught the cities and towns of 
Nebraska in e paralysing grip. Bank deposits of those years 
dropped from #53#67**#113 In 1892 to $2?#264#337 in 1896# and 
creditors of Nebraska banks had over five million dollars tied
a
up in one hundred and one Institutions which failed.1 
Factory buildings in Omaha and surrounding Nebraska toms 
stood empty, and store windows showed dismal "for* rent11 sign*.
In many Nebraska towns street railway tracks, which had 
been built to reach new subdivisions, rusted from th# lack 
of use* the population of hedraaka town® which had sky­
rocketed in the IdSO's came to a standstill in the nineties* 
Omaha *s major links with the industrial world, the railroad® 
and big packers, became restive under federal restrictions, 
and heard from the city's streets were murmurs of the fearful 
Populist oratory of the eighteen nineties*55
The city and its civic leaders were determined not to be 
subjugated by this depression and decided to rebuild their 
fallen fortunes* During these depression years the suburbs 
of Dundee and Benson were founded and South Ornate, homo of 
the meat packing Industry, Increased greatly in population*3 
In 189** progressive businessmen formed the Chamber of Commerce 
and in the following year the Cteata Business Hen's Association 
organised th® Knights of Ak-Sar-Ben, *tc promote patriotism 
among Omaha citlssns.
1 James €* Olson, History of Nebraska (Lincoln: University
of Nebraska Pres®, 193FJ7 p* 2iPT.
^Xbld*, p* 269*
3ifeid-
4Ibid*
3
The unsuccessful Hebraska State Fair held at Qua ha in 
September of 139% lead to the formation of tea Knights of 
Ak*Sar*Bon* At this fair hundreds of visitors, tired men,
women, and crying children, thronged the downtown streets 
after alighting fro® shuttle trains that had brought them 
fs*em the fair grounds located west ©t Cftaaha, later Ak~$ar~Ben 
Field.5
Hight after night these weary women stood about in the 
streets of Onuths holding the moist hands of their crying
children as they waited for transportation to take than back
6to their cutstate houses* There was no entertainment; not a
decent place to sleep could be found; Ctaahs businessmen had
made absolutely no provisions for a crowd of this else; the
seeary fair visitors could do nothing but wait for the next
7overcrowded train tc take them hone,
The State Wmir Board, angry, because ®mh& Businessmen 
failed to provide suitable evening entertainment for families 
attending th# fair, laid down an ultimatums "Provide enter* 
talament otter than saloons, gambling houses and honlcyt0ni.cs 
for the 1395 fair or lose it to a competitive tlert Lincoln,M®
^cmaha Sunday Bee, September 19# 1920.n#eifimJi'«r.T5.iwi  ^ » iimni 1 mlinn nJSM <twHiM4wM»«r mr ^
^Tte flteate Stoolster* September 21, 1899.
7Ibid.
^Sunday World-Bara Id, August 21, i960*
hIn this ultimate lay the seed for th© m m t  successful 
booster organisation Omhm has ever known, the Ancient 
Order of the itolghta of Ak-S®r-»e»*^
Stunned by this appalling prospect the merchants cf 
the city formed their booster club* They agreed that 
whatever was done m m t  be big, spectacular, and striking*
Their first plan m m  for a "harvest festival*1 climaxed by s 
night parade, but conservative merchants protested saying 
that thfs type of affair would require an enormous amount of 
cash, publicity, and organisation; others countered by saying 
the result would warrant the additional expense.*®
At that tine, the- state fair was re-located every five 
years by the State Board of Agriculture#*2, The board con* 
slated of twenty-eight ambers, including the president of 
every county sgriculturel society, the board, ©f course, 
always tried t© locate the fair where it would be of general 
benefit to the entire state. Five year® prior to 189  ^©mate 
applied for the state fair, but made little effort to impress 
the Individual members of the board by stating the superior 
advantage© of locating the fair in Ofeaha. As a result, Lincoln 
secured the fair end it m m  not until 189k that Omaha regained
gibia.
10Stanley Vestal, The Missouri* (Mew York: Farrar and
Blnehsrt, 19**9), pp. 1"^Pl3TI
11Tha Omaha Rxcolslor. September 21, 1395.
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it from Lincoln much to-the latter1a dismay***^
fhe State Board of Agriculture we* disappointed in 
many respects with th# way ifwhich Cteha hail handled the 
fair in 139** and threatened to re-locate it in Lincoln th#
following year if provisions war# not made for more and
better entertainment* In September the board delivered an
ultimatun to the city1© civic leader#, who headed the state 
fair committee* tc the effect that they would have until 
January 15* 1895# th# date set for voting on th# fair lo-cstiun* 
to pals# money and provide » satisfactory plan for th# enter- 
teinment of th# state fair visiters in 1895 ^  •fhe beard 
warned that these preparetiens should be made by that date 
if the ©earn!ttee did net want the fsir to be re-located .In 
Lincoln.«
Xn December cf 109& the Commercial Club consist teg of
Omaha businessmen assembled and appointed a ccsar* tie# tr 
solicit subscription# to aid the state fair financially*
C C. Patterson was sleeted chairman of the ©rmailtte# tf* 
acquaint members of th# State Board of Agriculture with tb# 
facilities Omaha had for the successful operation of the 
state fair.1** this committee cited the following m i c a s  of 
locating the fair in Omaha, rather than another place in the
12Ibid.
~3lbia.
111 Ibid.
stat*» particularly In Lincoln, It stated, that tUrn city 
had batter railroad facilities, faster and better trains, aa 
well aa many fast trains leading into Omaha fro® various 
parts of wsstans lews, Hies# facilities, tbs committee 
postulated, would undoubtedly enhance the attendance at the 
stats fair.
these arguments were presented to the board when it met
in the University of tebraa*ca chapel cn the appointed date
tw decide on the location of the fair fcr l39o The vote
cn the first ballot, steed* Cwsth® fifty Lincoln forty-one
and Orand Island eight, Ctoaha1# civic leaders premised
the board that one hundred acrea of land would be avo*l&fel#
for tl2 fair grounds and that imprcveaoents would be made
cm the empi theatre, which would seat twelve thousand people
Shey agreed, also, to provide street car and railroad facilities
for transporting one hundred the-ua&nd people daily t- and
15
from the fair grounds.
Omaha businessmen estimated the cost wf the state fate* 
exclusive of the floats, to be about rs!nety thousand do llars. 
this amount they felt should provide the needed improvements 
for the city and the state fair grounds. Considering the 
nationwide panic white held the country in its grip at that 
time seme of the donations given, by Omaha enterpi** see, were
1<5W »  <NfiSj>Si*y 1®«. S*pt®»b*r 19. 1395-
^u4t# m H a t  of tii# liberal donations given
are as follows;
tets Broa. Brewing Co . $5,000 Melley, Stiter 4 0o. 300
Missouri tec if it; 5# 000 liubr* Clu tning €0 * 300
William ICrug 5,000 fbamaa Kilpatrick 500
0* J* faukura 3,000 W* M. teenis; 500
John A* Weaver 3,000 F* F. JCirkendall 500
II* t£ounts© 1 ,5 0 0 e . i. Mount 500
w, E« Bennett 1,500 F* 0* Brewn 300
M&yden ^ros# 1,100 0# F« teinderf 500
Boston Store 1,100 lewis Bradford 500
Eel Cudahy 1,000 teorg© F. Bmlu 300
2* T. Llt^lsay 1,000 % ron  teed Co.. 500
Cyrus Morton 1,000 c. . . .  Cue 30O
J. B» terkel is Son 1,000 W. B. Clerk 500
C» E&ssui* 1,000 Juiu* c. vrelghten 500
Bawls S. teed 1,000 Chicago Umber Co. 500
Uuloxi Stuck ¥<*1*0© 1,000 w # J3. w«*dy 500
J. A* Wakefield 1,000 H. F. Cady; 500
«J» 3u* Bruin A, 00c ■u * E« i. X'.iU >00
frank E. Moores 750 S. E. Clerk 500
E* i .  SsCi tii i 0O u *  <U. Euwsu&i > 500
F. H* Davis 600 Bewey & Store 500
J * II* KitwIi.Ui* 30c Q» » « •  Eel1a >00
J. S. tebler 500 deorg# Hleks 300
/jaericun Bslcuit Mi#* to » >00 ii.  Usw. to . 300
Morrison White is Co. 500 W. J. Bugte® 500 i§
300McCord Brady 500 teol^U i *  IlOU&X&nd
On the evening of Hftpch $8 , 1895,1 a meeting wee eel led 
at th© Connrelel Club* with sixty of tea he *m poet prominent 
businessmen In attendance. At this meeting the twelve^ men 
who formed th© executive coMlttee of th© tenths Business ten1© 
Association and who had taken entire charge of the feetlvltlee 
of fair week presented a plan before the sesenbled buslnessmn* 
fhls plan was to secure for tea ha th# floats which had eanprlsed
tea ha l^ogjjdor, September 21, 1893#
8
th# ISardl Ores ibmd# at Mew Orleans the preceding Mob*
Halter Jardin, a member of the twelve » n  committee*
one which eventually made up the originisi board cf governors 
for the toighta of Afc-Sar-Ben* and fee Henre* Cteeh.a1^  lead­
ing artificer had previously ascertained that the floats
t licould be purchases at a reasonable price**' Im&adtataly 
after the presentation of this Information a committee was 
appointed to see if enough meney omBM he re lewd among the 
o I timers of Ornate to buy the floats, fo start out upon the 
streets of Ornate during those times of depression in search 
cf more money was a perilous undertaking* b%tt nobody flinched 
oni considerable progress was reported at the next meeting* 
fte amount collected for the floats was in addition to that 
•secured for the state fair fund, At the foil wing meeting 
the whole matter of raising the money needed for the ru--chase 
of the floats won placed in the hands of the executive commit* 
tee of twelve men who were- the following:
Major K. &• Mileoac* president of U m  committee and
local rsnager of Browning Hr do** wholesale grocers* 
Mr* iXidloy telth« vice president of the committee 
and president of Steele-malth ttroeery Co,* 
wholesale grocers*
Mr, H, J* tenfold* treasure of the committee and owner 
of the tezuoid >brog Co,
South Gtaahr. Sun, October 20, 1955.
9
Mr# nllllam X#lm Bloke- * r,ei,r?*a;ry of th* cou&lttee 
and ottner of the William %■!e Hickey & Co*
Mr. teifls if. JUmofs, general m m & m r  of the American 
Metrict telegraph.
Hbn* R* M. Bartlett of Bartlett* Beldrige Is BeBeard* 
Attorneys
Mr* Thociaa A. Fry* ficnogar of th& Booth Backing Co.
Mr. Elmer 1. Bryeen* local » m g e r  of the Flelechmnn 
G&Rp#e8M& ttagt C o .
Mr. Miter A M I tie of the Qmim Merchant* sprees Co*
Mr. A i m  B* tftt# coMBieelurer of the Coanerctal Club.
William E. Bennett of the if* E* Bennett Bejmrtmeitt
Store.
Mr. Clement Cha*** Editor of ffte
2h*do twelve mon l , 9 «  the original board of ^evemor*
of iim Koighta of ok*oiap-lfen. £ho;/ i^a^Iictelg &tt&tkod $h©
c f  p r -D ^ V i l* *£V.4&- '*'■ ’V'*'■#■* 4^'**'* f*" gfrV-.+ '*:<■ *f* ~*A* ■*’ >■ ** rS'Ci r e g u l a r
hakit of X Bwjckg Hio/o at tho Ccia&erelaX
CAut uuors tlmf di:;u;masd a tote fair matters fox’ several hour*, 
met tlao at the horse of a =er of the hor-rd every
a *  ji  ^ -'.*v '■».•» V  * »' j i  *.Vj *  ‘•v -■’ v-J a* '*. 1 "-V* / *■■ rif*i *-. ^  '■-> os X on * *11 member*
of tho variuuo acsawitiaoa Xahor-xl together hcm.^niuusiXy* and 
not s dollar uaa expended by the commit: ten far salaries for
thonaelves ar for- c timers who iteXgM,* os;opt that of the
2 0
superintendent cf gar.^t-ructlon* ®\w Itomsg an?! his ssalataiit.
Isi April of fsf, Bartlett. Smith osd Be, matt together 
situ Benae, the famed artificer, **ent te Mew Orleans to eeieet
^%h* .CfctlE, Excelejlor. September 21, 1895*
10
the floats and secure the parade costumes.21 While 
vielting hew Orlmn® they seoured Information on various 
aspect® of carnival management and ear# handsomely treated
by a Mr* Isaacson and other gentlemen prominent in the 
Hex, Froteus* and Cornua Society of the Creaent City. The 
committee bought every piece of equipment which had been 
used In the hew Orleans Mardl Ora®. The twenty floats 
were purchased for fifteen thousand dollars and the costumes, 
which had been made in Farts* for an addittonal eight thou­
sand dollars*23
The committee made arrangements for th# floats to be 
collapsed* packed securely* and loaded into boa cam for 
shipment* and it required a special train of fifteen cars 
to transport the floats and Parisian costumes from Mew 
Orleans to Omaha.^ When the shipment reached its destination 
It was decided by the a*en that Qum ftense should repaint and 
refashion each float to harmonise with the %heme of the pro­
posed parade. The committee was convinced that a permanent 
organisation such as th# Hex* Froteus and Co&us Society of 
the Creaent City was just what Omaha needed to add rest to 
its progressive outlook.^*1
"r~ #1
Morning World-MereId. April ,-.6, 1*2*.
*** Wot Id-Herald. September 3# l8-.o*
*~'Sou.th Otaaha sun, October MO* 1^33*
* . i jL
Th# Cteaha Sunday Bee, September 1^* lj20.
11
Enroute to Omaha the committee stopped to view the 
pageant of the Veiled Prophets at St. Louis and the one 
held annually at Kansas City. As they were traveling home 
on the train from Kansas City this vary much Impressed group 
decided they would organize a secret society similar to the 
Priests of Pallas of Kansas City.
The next question which came up was, '’What shall we call 
this organization?” At first, no one had a suggestion, but 
Dudley Smith finally proposed, ’’Why not reverse the name of 
our beloved state, since everything seems to be going back­
wards these days?" He continued, "Nebraska hyphenated and 
spelled backwards is A k - S a r - B e n ."25 Another member suggested 
that since this group of Omaha men had saved the fair for the 
city the organization should be called the "Knights of 
Ak-Sar-Ben.
Traveling on the same train was a Catholic priest,
Father Enright, of Kansas City. He became Interested in the 
discussion and suggested that the domain of Ak-Sar-Ben be 
known as the Kingdom of Quivira,2^ since Omaha was close 
enough to where historians believed the kingdom had once 
existed. Furthermore, he proposed that the Seven Cities of 
Cibola be included within the ritual of the new organization
2 5 Vestal, loc * cit.
26Ibid.
2 7 The Omaha Sunday Bee, September 19* 1920.
12
Urn** cities mmrm loosted within the boundaries of 
to# KAftgdon of Quivira, that Coronado had sought and accord-
, aa
lug to " " s o m  historians had found in lb**l.
Father ISnrlgbt 1 s knowledge of language succored th# group, 
when he made the significant suggestion that the three 
syllables of the word Ak-Bar-Ben had indicative meaning, lie 
pointed out that these syllables had the following meanings:
wAk*V in Syrian, Man s  “head of the household* *
“Bar" in Arabic, means household•*
"Ben* in Hebrew Mans "Brother in the household. n *
Thus, the whole word, signified the king, his domain, and his 
retainers.
When the ccmlttee returned to One ha and related to other 
members of the Cteaha Business Menfe Association what they had 
accomplished, the organisation voted to adopt the Knight# of 
£k~Sar«B*n a© their title.^ thus, these twelve men became 
the original board of governors of the Ancient Order of th# 
Knights ©f Ak-Sar-Ben# They decided to put the money already 
collected into the state fair building fund and they in return 
provided the money from their own treasury for th# float® and 
costumes purchased in Hew Orleans. They gave their pledge to
Cteaha Excels tor, November IS, 1909* For a descrip­
tion an3~MiTsliSwiiig'^S^nsd©fs trek to the interior of th# 
United States consult Appendix A#
29m .  .9=EM Sanaaz M £ »  September 19, 1900.
3QThe Ops ha Escalator, September 21, IS93,
13
th# city that their organisation would provide th© emter~ 
talment needed for th© 18§& swte fair*31
A short tlas Is ter th* Khighte of Ak«ter~J3en decided to 
loss# th® colissue* It was th© largest building Hi Omkm and 
at that tlae the largest In th# Middle ktest* the Righto 
dec M o d  to lease It for one year, with a clause In the lease 
stating that it could be renewed for a t e w  of five year© if 
the organisation wished*^ the mount agreed upon was else 
hundred dollars pur year*^^
Until 13<K> people referred to the coliseum as tte Madison 
Square Garden of th# mddle test, tout frae that time on it was 
called the &c~$ar~3tn den*^ Ste coliooum had bean built in 
IdS? at twentieth and Buidtlts Streets at e cost of more than 
twenty ~>ftve thousand dollars* It was first used far the 
nationally famous slx<*day bicycle wees which attracted &udi~ 
ences of m o w  than ten thousand* -The collaeue then, beeam 
0 roller skating rink and rwainod so until It was purchased 
by the Knights of £k~Sor~dea#35
itfter leasing the coliseum th© ftSnight* s#t about
3libid.
World-Jterald. September 5>, A«iy&.
3im *  ,Q»&te Sa^H. September 19# 1920.
3^Vo*tel, loe. olt.
^World-Herald. September 5, 1395.
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organising their planned secret society. Lewie Rheen, 
the local manager for the American District Telegraph 
Company* was chosen to draw up the initial ritual of the 
secret organisation and the first initiation was held early 
in the summer of 1895* This was followed by similar Initia­
tions every Monday evening during the summer.3^ The ceremony 
was a unique free show which combined the satire of a college 
fraternity initiation and the solemnity of a dignified secret 
order. The novices were assigned unrehearsed parts in the 
play as part of their Initiation and spectators were brought 
by special trains from all over the neighboring counties on 
both sides of the river to share In the entertainment which 
was held in the Ak-Sar-Ben d e n *37
The Knight® of Ak-Sar-Ben was founded a® a secret society 
for men on ly.3® It was formed aa a non profit organization 
and it® by-laws provided that it would be directed by twelve 
governors, who would be prominent leaders of Omaha. These 
governor® were expected to .give freely of their time without 
drawing one penny remuneration. The men who made up the 
original board of governors agreed to these stipulation®.
They believed that Ak-Sar-Ben*a program was good for Omaha
3®Alfred Sorenson, The story of Omaha From The Pioneer 
Day® To The Present Tim®, {Omaha :^“NatlonaX^rinti'ng' C0T T 92 3} •
ppT"6lff-5TO/   .... ~~
^Vestal, foe» olt.
orId-HeraId, April 26, 1929 .
end the entire Middle
Hhe organisation's eiwif which have remained unchanged 
tluwigbout ite history were threefold* First* the organise*
tlon aspired to weld together the buuineM and professional 
mmn of the city of Cteiaha and surrounding area .into a compact
aecret society* which would present a new show annually* It 
nas planned that %tmm performances should consist of vrnui 
p©rQph&rnall& and hilarious cexmonioc* Men of the 8iA-«0il# 
x&rtlcul&rly, would ha invited to those secret ritualistic 
den shov-a where they would be "lavishly” entertained* Secondly* 
daring days and nights of state fair uoek* the organisation 
plained to provide attractions such as street pageants and 
parades of "great magnltuda” which would portray historical 
and political events pertaining to Jfebraskc In particular* 
rind the ttiited States Sn general, fhe third motive behind 
Ak~3ur~Ben#e organisation was to givs to the people of Jfebr* 
asfca and adjoining a?itoa a wonderful and *»agrilf leant * 
coronation boll* which woo planned for late September or 
early October to close the autumnal festive season***®
At this ball in regal ceremony would be crowned a king 
and queen who would hold social sway over the fabled Kingdom
Ai
of Qulvirs for on* year. The king was to ’■* aelectad.
'30
P »  Qmim &m2jkUse» Sapbeaoer £1, i39i.
W. Qmtolm, ”Ak*3ap-S*n» A Unique Cteaoa Institution 
Who** Fame Jte* Beooo# World-Wide, " Quaha'a Own ttegwalne. 
Volume I (February, 1926), p. 30.
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Pecans# of his civic leadership am? he would usually he 
chosen from the hoard of governors. It mas arranged that 
the twelve men who rued# up the hoard of governors would select
the queen, the maids of honor, and ladles in waiting for each
coronation ball* If one mad# application and was accepted 
into the secret society he was and still is required to pay 
ten dollars annually.112 This fee paid In the year 1893, 
entitled one to full privilege® of th# organisation* such as, 
being able to attend a den show every Monday night during the 
summer to which he could bring as many guest® aa deaired and 
also, he wus permitted to attend the court ball with a lady*^3
Early in the spring of 1 &j:j the executive committee of 
the iurilghts of AK-bar-B#n offered ten dollar© for the beet
suggestion for the naite of the proposed entertainment which
was to be given In connection with the 1095 Mebrsska State 
Fair, suggestions came in from every direction, and embraced 
all manner of ideas. The one selected was mad# by Louise 
hacDonaugh, a stenographer in the office of Morton and Black­
burn, located at that time in th# First national Bunk Build 
infe.41*
Louise, twenty years of a e, was b o m  and reared in
^ The Omaha Excelsior, September 21, 1095* 
^Gamble, loo, clt.
iiii
.The Omaha Excelsior, September 22, 1695*
i f
Ilabresxa . Sb© tea been ©duosted in th# Catholic schools of 
taste and Plattsmowth and hud ta^en a business emirs# in 
high school* ife r fn to o r#  who wan do&d# iiou published ® %  m m  
time an Qmh& journal %hs UmUatmmn mid m u  immm to tim  
o M  timers as "Little Has** Louisa s^^^atod th# ’toasst of 
Wvx&wain* as a noise far too festivities* *J her letter to 
th© executive committo© w m  m  follows*
OmBk&t April ft
the  C a w e re la l Club
C«, v ./"* '0 © ii f# io s i*> n .
*n entering ,,i.!iifvi tiiO <»'iiUpe va» v«L*-4i WillWil £ Ou 4i&V©
organised for tee selection of a name for th© autumnal 
festivities tu bis run an eum&etoou ulte too atoto fair 
I am first lnporeeeed with the idea that the committee
‘^3.a.«.v1 i ■;. J ifciSlS# tfe tiijt %>' eOpC V«**4S i«*b to
our state# I believe test it is conceded that ware
Ilvbra -b£i ■? H 1* ■ ,f. U ■'Jfc,? -M* V ^*1 I*/ si ■»- ti* %*■' jfo -04- teat of all
republics end to become a Mvt^ pdem of her own the ruling 
novtrr&ign iK'LJd be leiXvi a a Kiiig Coni, toooruliigl^r# it 
seem® to mm that tee name of to© festivities which ere 
in  be o f too ueiua-a o f *iA  * w'm V 0«*WiHO A^OOj^ tl jikSS©
tit® 6«adLnatlen of tli® o w n  e « p  of this ®tet®«
* *1 1 ± 1  w  *&*StJ- w V«fc t l  o # w l ^
Longfellow •© immortal p o «  "teewatee# la that poem 1
flna %lv, -V-f t&X w *#' Wfc *»£• i.v  *«.'  ^6^gp,Aorf» I #  *4* %*• b  V  4 0* *4w-ma terJUatlon
of its own u«^#r tee name of Nmdmin» the god of Indian
cviin X f in& vlia v HaiKlami#!j' a**a o* in©l«»fi corn? is 
described in tee fifth section of tot poms as tee friend 
of man in tb*eab wvilai
*Prm tee master of life descending
Xj s»i© i wi laaifiji
Again in tee thirteenth section appear teas© lines $
•■ '• a X a*."*.* uiiiCi wliw V2**Le»a^V
Stood tea mala© fields green and shteing#
Vavod tte green plumes of Moi^damln»,}
Farther along m  this ease section tee harvest time Is 
plv;tu:^ ou in tliova lines s
4 b
Ibid*
MLet us gabber In th© harvest, 
hat us wrestle with Bondamin,
Strip him of his plumes sad tassels 
Of his garments groan and yellow*
It seems to me In consideration of the attributes 
of Hond&min that an autumnal festival In hi© honor 
(and I take It that the honor of a prosperous year 
In the groat corn growing state of Nebraska) could 
be given no better name than ^Bie Feast of Mondanin.
I therefore, twister you that name, l*Jhe Feast of 
Bondamin, 11 to be applied to the celebration which 
we all hope will be a celebration of profuse prosperity. 
Induced by a magnificent crop of the golden cereal *
four© truly,
Louise BaeBonaugh
2215 California St*
the formal announcement of Ak-Sar-Ben appeared in the 
local newspapers on April 21, 1 8 9 9 .47 It was In the form
of an article written by Judge Savage describing the Eingdom
48of Qulvlra* Ba related how Coronado in search of the 
Seven Cities of Cibola had discovered and penetrated th© land 
of Quivlra, as far as the Platte f&ver in 1&41* It was ex­
plained that the name Ak-Sar-Ben, Nebraska spelled backward©, 
lied been substituted for Coronado.; the etmoiogieal derivation 
of th© syllables in Ak-Sar-Ben was also g i v e n  ***9
$h© article, went on and discussed th© twenty floats 
which had arrived on Bay 13# 1695*^® It related how they
46Ibid,
4 7* Sorenson, Xoe. elt.
^^ %h© Cteaha Bally Bee, Spril 21, 1893♦ 
^Oteaha Sunday Bee, September 19, 192®*MiiuMi—WiiiniNi  nr i n  ■?-— f-nrr-- »*«*» i i * u i 'r  ** ^  —
S0World--Harald, May 12, 1393.
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had been purchased from Hew Orleans and were fifteen feet
wide, thirty-five feet long# mounted on five large wheels
r>land would to pulled by six teems -of horses* Slnee M m  
floats arrived# only the workmen* wim were pledged to secrecy# 
and meters of the Order of the Khlghts of Ak>Sar~B@fi were 
admitted to the m m  where all were being reassembled* ftm®# 
the article remained# until the floats appeared on the streets 
In the "grast" parent on the evening of September If# their 
beauty# ami meaning would remain a mystery t© Qsehens#^ 
fh# atuieuiioeMfit also stated that the autumnal pageant 
would be named the ^Peast of Mondsmin# * and there would be 
a parade every night of state fair week# with the Ifeast of 
Mondamin** or Hard! Ores pared# being given twice during the 
week* Arrangements had also been made for participants in 
the TPeaet of Mondamin w to wear eostumes* €®lom% tedy was 
suggested as a cen&ldate for the local H u g  Hex, but the 
eonsitte# ascertained that he could not serve# and then. d#» 
aided that th# king should be chosen t m m  th# board of governors, 
sine# this monarch would fill th# shoes of the biggest man 
at ths csmival bell*
the of Nondamin^ ball was described as the
Historical Scotch of lk«3ar*Ben# 11 Qtsaha *g Own 
m m m t m * Volume 3* 1$28* p* 12.
H g
World-Herald, September 5, 1393,
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r!greatest" dance ever to be given In Omaha and that it 
would take place at one of the downtown theatres, either 
the Creighton or the Boyd.^  a floor was to be laid above 
the seats of the theatre, placing it on a level with the 
stage and arrangements would be made to accommodate five 
hundred couples on the dance floor. The article promised 
that the city would be illuminated by electricity and gas 
and that most of the theatres would be open every night 
as well as for several matinees. The comment was made that 
several of the best shows in the country would be on the 
boards of vhe theatres. Also, during part of the fair week 
Fain1 s "Siege of Vicksburg,1' was on exhibition at Court land 
Beach.
As soon as Ak-Sar-Ben*s purposes were clearly put before 
the businessmen of Omaha, it began to gather in members. 
Elaborate circulars were distributed together with application 
blanks and the organization reached a total of 55^ members 
by December of 1 8 9 > .^6 The applications instructed intex^ested 
prospective members to include a ten dollar fee and address 
all communications to Samson, Box 777» Omaha.^  This anony­
mous or ’pseudonymous” way of doing business made some people 
skeptical and "missionary” work was necessary to convince
Ibid.
^%orld -Herald, September 5» 1895*
^Bamble, Toe. cit.
^The Omaha Excelsior, September 21, 1895-
ax
them that it was net devised to protect the individual
member® of too committee* hut rather ifiaur© greater secrecy#
ftm  sclms worked well and tha Odd Fellows Hill at Fourteenth
and Dodge -Straubs was secured for the imitations. They war#
held with tremendous and somewhat noisy auovoaa and before
tha and of blie s m r  the organise tion outgrow ita quarters
ami found it necessary to transfer It® ingenious apparatus
and terrible instruments of torture to the coliseum* hereafter
S 8
to to known a a th© dan of Ak~Sar«Ben.
The executive casmitt©© of Ak-Ser-Ben devised a number 
of schemes for Increasing the funds in the strong-box of their 
Lord High treasurer, k beautiful badge was designed symbolizing 
Ak-E©r-B©n and five thousand of these were manufactured for 
sal© to the general public as a souvenir of the .^Feset of 
Mondamln. * At fifty cents each the badges netted & consider­
able sum# these souvenirs were sent to surrounding areas 
and served as an effective advertisement for Omaha.
5 8 Ibid.
c m n m  11
fRSFARATZOH FOR SBB FAIR ffSBSEiflXB eStABAJIS 
WXSK R A W
Tkm executive ceottlttee of the Ctaaha Business ftm*s
Association made m m  promises to the State Beard of Agri­
culture in order to persuade them not to re-locate the state 
fair in 1895* Striving to fulfill their cctsiiIntents to the 
hoard the cewltte# was presented with many problems« Sew 
Ctaaha businessman were of the opinion that It would take a 
**nm®r miraclew to m l m  the money needed to rebuild the etate 
fair grounds nn the ccmittee had promised, Once the money 
had hmn raised the committee still had the problems of housing 
and transporting visitors during fair week,
to cope with the problems of preparing for the state Fair* 
the Ctata Fair end Speed Association was organised and in­
corporated on April 30* 1895#* $he aim of this organisation 
was to prepare the state fair grounds for tbn- festive week* 
the capital stock of the association w m  placed at 150*000 
which was divided into six thousand shares at twenty-five
dollar* each, the association spent sixty thousand of the
2
150*000 on now state fcir buildings*
1
fatorld-Herald* January I* 109^*
aS M  S e M  fi& Ufc Am # January 1* 1893*
2 3
to the morning of April 22, 1895, work was commenced 
on the state fair* grounds west of Omaha In preparation for 
the exposition which was scheduled for the week of September
o
thirteenthInltlelly, work was started on the race track 
with a large force of men pulling up the weeds with which the 
track was overgrown* It was necessary to pull the weeds in- 
stead of cutting them off and covering them, as the clump# 
would have protruded after the* first rain and left the track 
in. a rough and uneven condition* After pulling the weeds, the 
workers removed a foot of clay from the track and replaced it 
with one foct of black loam* Once this task was executed
ii
grading and rolling was immediately commenced*
The track was seventy feet wide and it cost thirty thousand 
dollars to put It In s h a p e R a c e  officials from Buffalo, 
Sotroit, and other cities having model tracks said the Omaha 
track, upon completion, would compare favorably with any otter 
one-mile track In the country'-•
Superintendent Swigarfc, who was in charge of the racing 
activities at the state fair informed the citizens of Omaha 
on Way 12, 1895# that a number of inquiries and application# 
ted been received by him and that the indication® m m  that 
there would be a string of the country1® fastest racing horses
S%orld~Bcraid, April 23, I0 9 5*
The Cfeaha Pally Bee, April 2k, 1893.
5World-Harald. Ha;, 12, 1895.
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at th» f©tr*° The a tables, located cm the south eighty acres
of tha grounds, mere very well 'built end Sulgart latteated
that the main reason for the *lsYMih" e«mas trust ion of tha
state fair buildings was that civic loaders planned on having
7
tha stete fair located In tha city indefinitely*
fremsporbifif state fair visitors from Cwtha to tha 
state fair groutsIs was a problem for city officials* tee 
president of tins OmhB State Fair Association* Pan Farrell lr*# 
reported to a giwp of civic Isadora on May 11* 1#R>, that a 
*btg cloud11 which appeared on the state fair horlson was that 
of transportstton* lie pointed out that tee distance to the 
fair grounds was long for a carriage drive, no matter which
route was selected, and it mould be necessary for many people
8to rely upon electric or ©team lines* tee route out teavmn*
worth Street was not direct and the grade west of Holy Sepulchre
Cemetery mas steep while tha turn south from Elmwood Bark to
Pacific Street was confusing te a stwmi#r# Farrell# TOoomnondmd
that titoahasis use Center Street from the sorthweat corner of
Hhnascmi f&tfc; the street mas mseadaer in. very good condition;
the grad# was easjf# and tee ares mas built up in most place©
o
with suburban homes*
bTtiM.
f*rt
JIbid*
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The follow Ins mouthy President Barnes, of the Omaha 
State Fair and Speed Association, a subsidiary of the Omaha 
State Fair Association, called attention to another profelm*
Me related that he did not know how the city was going to 
accommodate ars estimated 150,000 people who would be visiting
Ifk
Omaha during the state fair week# v He pointed out that 
tha hotels in Omaha could handle only a very small portion 
of the visitors and their extra rooms had already beers 
engaged *
The beat hotels had rates ranging from two to five
dollars per day, while others set their rates at $1.30 to 
11$2.$0« Motel proprietors agreed to maintain the usual 
rates during fair week. Preceding fair week, Lloeaae 
Inspector Mui&t of Omaha issued printed cards giving the 
legal hack and cab rates allowed by lar* In the state of 
ketoraoka. These were displayed in hotels, depots, and other 
public places. This move was made to protect 'state fair 
visitors from being over charged.
Since housing visitors for such an event was always a 
problem, Barnes proposed that Omaha follow the example set 
by other cities, that la, private famili€S would rent their
10Ibl<3.. June 5, l& >5-
Id.« September 8, 1895-
12Ibld.
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apart the at' IV • ■ was at Lincoln ©on#
p©opl© had to alaep out of doors bacaua* there M 6 n  no 
room© available in either ho tola or private residences# 
President Bernes believed since Cfcwto was ?• much larger 
city that i?v#ry fair visitor couM to aocowiaodatod 11‘ a 
sys tem tic method or bringing the visitors sad *©<
tlom together vms adopted*A4 B&rr*es suggested 'that a H a t
be comp M M  of oil 11 v tola $ oov rdlng houses, sod privet# homes 
having cne cr r.oro r*rnlshed rooms lor rorvt during toe fair
.V ‘ :■ i-‘.r X■» 0 ft K'*-J‘ 4» *.w 1 t vi ’■* ivSjlJLCk V in ^fcn* id w Strfdi-iCil-4 problem
a % tho Xc *3 t i t *ut4?* H i  a Hat aould also contain infoiM*
tier* regarding rate©, location, and instructions for caching
*e frous fe*> *
Tto donation© received for the otate fulr futo wore far 
short from the ainetp thousand dollsrc noedod and finest**
V-. .i.4. X -t.i. vd *'5ao v4&»*vc d of Cmah&ns# an dt,»v-4jr *?0, IdH* an article 
appeared in the dor^d-Ileruld urging taoea of wealth to ecu-* 
tribute finmvclsx support to the at; t# fair* *' H e  articlb 
related, that a few public spirited and enterprising business* 
men tod taken upor themselves th© tordoa of ©OcurJUig ti*e state 
fair for Oats ha. tfhene men tod also entered into t contrast
A3Ibld.. June'16, 1895. 
^ I b M . ,  June 5» 1895.
1-raid.J, July £0, 1895.
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with the state fair board which required the expenditure 
of large stats of money * Tha need for contributions was 
pressing* The editor explained that these twelve men had 
undertaken a task which was monumental and costs had exceed­
ed all estimates*xa
In round figures# the Ctesha State Fair Association 
estimated it would require a total of ninety thousand dollars
before the commitments mad# to the State Board of Agriculture
1?
could be fulfilled* the city council had appropriated 
money to illuminate the streets during fair week and they 
also paid the bill of the Thcmson-Hous ton Company to ilium in* 
ate the route to the fair grounds* This amounted to #2*130 
dollars*1^ the Knights ©f Ak~Sar~8en had spent directly fro© 
their own treasury twenty~fiv® thousand dollars in preparing 
entertainment for the fair*X9
The Editor of the Morld*Berald made a desperate appeal to 
the property owners and opulent men of Omaha slicing them to 
mmr&hBll forces behind these few merchants who were struggling 
with the stupendous undertaking in which they had become in* 
volved*20 Be related that what the Ctoaha committee did in
*&lbid*
1T$1® Qaafrs Jtaiiyjaee* duly 23* 1893. 
X8World*Berald* January 1* 1896*
19Ibid** duly 10* 1893.
2QIbld** July 20* 1893.
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the way of pl«nIg#s to the state fair board m m  done on
behalf of the whole city* fhe committee believed that those
men who were Interested in Osaha *s welfare, who owned property#
and who had acquired wealth In the city w m m  m o m  lly bound to
sustain the local consult tee by contribution© a© large as they
could reasonably afford* the editor admitted that tinea
m m m  hard and that money was scarce even for rich men, but
he considered the support of this fair a public duty* The
wealthy men he commuted should not permit their public
spirited fellow cltisens to carry the burden of Cteaha*©
21obligations to the state board* In conclusion the editor
pointed out that so far as the benefits to Omaha m m m  concerned*
there could be no doubt that the state fair would bring the
city prosperity in the month of September end in the winter
months which were to follow*
In the latter part of July, the Omaha Fair end Speed
Association ran an article in the form of a letter In the
y^rld-ilerald* entitled "What Qne«0ellar will Bo* urging
22cltlsens of Omaha to contribute to the state fair* She 
association felt that It was the duty of the capitalists, 
Jobbers# merchants, and retailers to subscribe liberally to 
the fu»d*®3 Xt was also the duty of the working people, who
21*.
Mft.
S2ipm-
sUlbid.
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ted employment in the city, in the Interest of Omaha to 
contribute at least one-dollar m e n  to assist in carrying 
out the fair project#^ The letter read as follow®t
Sear Sirs
Are you with us in making the state fair a success ?
In having m Whit# 0 1 %  of our m m ?
Will you help us start the dollars rolling in again? 
this interests you personally#
The officers and directors of this association 
make this appeal to you to contribute one or more 
dollars toward the erection of building©* ate to aid 
Nebraska ©tat# fair in Cteaha for the next five years#
It is a great undertaking ate moan© much for the proa* 
parity ate upbuilding of <&ate# There will be a vast 
sum of money pi id to mechanics ate laboring men ate 
for material© during the summer# Our association has 
agreed to erect 39 buildings in all ate many of them 
will be large ate handsome, ate will bn a credit to 
our city#
We feel that you will take especial pride in 
having a financial interest in tills undertaking, ate 
that you will appreciate the importance of each ate 
everyone who is in business or earns their living in 
this vicinity to contribute as they can to the enter­
prise© of this broad nature* which will bring direct 
ate quick returns* many tints© greater than the outlay#
The capital stock of this association is divided Into 
stores of twenty**five dollars each* If you want one or 
mere alia res we will be pleased, to issue ate send then 
to you# This ©took ought to, ate *?e believe will* be 
a fairly good .investment*
In the interest of Omaha, ge
the €mate Fair ate Speed Association# "
The Omaha Fair ate Speed Association commented that 
it did not receive ..one cent from the State Board of ,%ri-
30
culture for tha use of tha fair gmiiwls* teha *s contract 
with the state hoard wee that It should supply tha buildings
for tha fair fra# of charts In return for tha benefit which
Qhsha would derive from the fslr, Ifemes, the association,
believed that every cltisen should contribute a minimum of
one dollar*8^  It m n  emptieglMd by the association that they
received no help tram Mc*S©r*Ben since that organisation was
providing the entertainment and parades for fair week* '*
In addition to housing, transportation, and financial
problems the Knights of Ak~Sar*Ban also ted difficulty with
the social leaders of the city* While the /k~Sar~Ban coro~
nation ball earn# to be considered one of the cities most elite
social functions, it was not accepted by the eltlsens of Ornate
when the Knights of Ak-Ser-den first proposed a tell in connse~
28tlon with the state fair. Not only were the society women 
of the city totally unacquainted with the idea of m ball, but 
they were also very slow in accepting the invitations mx** 
tended to them to take part in that /function^  One reason 
for their slow acceptance was that in tham days it was not 
socially acceptable for a woman to appear in public a® they 
do today*
a6Ibld.
g7v.’orX4-HoraId. January 1, 1396.
28The dacha Excelsior* October lb# 
29^ ,4 -a#
^goid**Herald, February 9, 19**7 •
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the first ball committee found that society woman 
before accepting an invitation insisted on knowing who the 
women were managing the ball* fhey wanted to know why Omaha 
was having a ball# who the king and queen would be and a 
thousand other Questions equally embarrassing to the committee 
In charge. It was only by putting one influence over another 
that the committee was able to finally arrange a list of' ladle* 
for the court.
CHAH8R III
AS FBKPABATXOlt WAS MADE 
STATE FAIR PR0SLEI1S WERE SOLVED
That Cmahans were trying their utmost to oblige the 
state fair board was shown by the preparation which they made 
during the months preceding the fair* The city spent large 
sums of money erecting arc lights and on extensive advertise 
Ing* The committee In charge of the fair had many problems 
with which to cope* but as the summer wore on these difficult 
situations began to disappear*
Omaha fs civic leaders wanted the city to be a blase of 
glory and light during state fair week* They urged the city 
council to add ^thousands” of lights to augment the regular 
street lights* The council* realising the importance of the 
state fair activities* ordered the additional lights to be 
hung.*
On Sixteenth Street between Comings and California ten 
additional arc lights were Installed in every block* Five arc 
lights were put on each side gf tha street end hung about 
twenty feet above the curbing* One hundred and sixty incsndes* 
cent lights were placed in each block* from Sixteenth and 
California Street to Sixteenth and Douglas and down Douglas to
* World «»iie.rald* September 5, 139!?. 
gIbid.
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Twelfth Street* In fact, there were approximately one hundred 
and sixty incandescent# added to each block throughout the 
downtown area,- city council decided ©Iso, to put the
finishing touches to the brightening of tine downtown streets 
by placing at each street intersection decorative festoons of 
incandescent lights starting from the four corners and meeting 
in the center*1*
City electrician Sehurig was placed in charge of Illumina­
ting the city hall* he told Warld-Berald reporters on September 
3, that he and his assistants had been working on the project 
for over a month* Schurig described his Illumination scheme 
as follows:
Beginning at tha tower th m m  will be 100 incan­
descent lights surrounding the comic#, and the same 
number around the second cornice« The arches of the 
tower will also be lined with lights* The statue of 
liberty will have a real torch composed of twenty-five 
incandescent lights* The main entrance will also be 
Illuminated and the whole hall inside will be brilliantly 
lighted* The single place, however, and one which 1 
am Justly proud, as 1 have built it, will be an immense 
star swinging below the statue of liberty* It Is seven­
teen feet across and will contain 223 Incandescent 
lights* By means of © switch the colors, red, whit# 
and blue, will be Instantly changed* the different 
lights, by automatic arrangement will b# constantly 
going out, their places being taken by others and the 
appearance that it is revolving will be given to the 
big star*^
%orld-ifarsld, September 3, 1 8 9 3* 
kIbid*
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3^A number of large buildings in Omaha that had *«leetrle 
plant® H made arrangement® for installing hundreds of addition* 
al light®* Several of the stores, in fact* mil of these along 
the line of the parade made arrangements for electrical die* 
plays*** h&ny Omaha firm® had arc light® placed in front of 
their place® of business* while other® ordered sign® made of 
electric lights* The demand for power taxed to the utmost the 
capacity of all public and private plant® every night of fair 
vmekj1 Any house ©f business or private party that had not 
m&dm arrangements for electricity before September 5$ could
Bno longer do so* because there was such a shortage of power*
The worl: of stringing the wires and attaching the lamp® 
want on steadily for over a month preceding the fair* The 
light© and the circuits were throughly tested before fair 
week* so that no break® could possibly occur* The work done 
on the city hall was of a permanent nature* so whenever desired 
It could be illuminated in the future at minimal expense*^ The 
city was indeed a spectacle during, the festive week* due in 
no small measure to the increase in varl*colered lights*
In the meantime* elaborate plan® had been made for the
6Ibld.. September 3, 1895.
7Ibid., September 3, 1895.
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Ak*Ssr~Bsn parades * On the evening of July 2f># 1893# the 
Ancient Order of the iQnighta of Ak~3er«»3en told a meeting 
and decided on the following prospectus of parades for fair 
week. On Monday evening# September 16# there would be a 
grand bicycle parade with at least five thousand wheels pilot* 
@d by costumed r i d e r s To add to the display each bicycle 
would m  illuminated with a Chinese lantern. On Tuesday 
evening# a Nebraska parade was to be told with no less than 
sixty counties represented accompanied by at least thirty 
bands The following evening a grand military and civic 
parade with approximately forty bands was planned*" Thursday 
evening was expected to be the grandest of ell# because the 
Ak>Sar~d»n pageant tha ‘iPeast of tortdamln# * would be presented 
end climaxing the spectacular parade of Merdl dnts float® 
would be the gsigi Ak*S©r*Ben ball# the first in a long lins.*^ 
The idea behind the Nebraska parade# was to invite each 
of the principal cities throughout the state to furnish a
14
float# reprasentetlve of ttoir ccnmunity.' These floats 
were to be mm elaborate as possible and would properly ad*
July, 26, 1895.
11Ibid.
i2Ibld., August 18, li#f>.
Omaha Dally Bee, April 81, 1895. 
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vertifie the county they exemplified. $!*sy were not to fee 
in the nature of an individual or common advertisement# and* 
in-vordar to incur# a higher standard# the Khlghts of A&~Sar~Befi
o ffarad a cash prlsa for the thraa hast product ions* ffts 
first price was one hundred fifty dollars; the second# seventy 
five dollar®i and tha third fifty dollars* Bougies county 
did not compete in the Mebrestee parade float contest.1**
t m  Khlghts suggested to the counties that tha floats 
he built on a running gear* loaded on cars* and brought to 
Omaha ready to enter the parade.*^ Arrsngestents were made 
with the railroads# by the Knights of to transport
tha floats free to Qnahs1* so as a result almost every county
was represented# She city council# also arranged for a fire*
work.® display each evening preceding the parade.
Advertising was a project of vital importance in making 
the state fair a success. One of the first steps taken by 
the Ak*$ar~Ben executive committee in advertising the pro* 
jeeted entertainment for the fair was the preparation of ©tt 
elaborate poster# lithographed in seven colors# containing the 
proclamation of King Ak*Ssr«Ben 1 to his subjects •***
15lbld.
***-■ £3» 1395*
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ftm appearance mi these colored posters In the show 
windows of tea ha stores was tha first intimation m  people 
had that anything out of the ordinary ivos in program* and 
they began to wonder *V$heth** this thing waa really going to 
ha a auacaaa* $en thouaand copies of tnia proclamation 
wara prepared and distributed throughout the northwest by tha 
railroad*,®** It was one of tha most elegant pieces of Htbo** 
graph? that had ever boon issued in the Heat and caused m m m  
individuals to declare that it could m*mi* have bean done in 
the city council responded that tha ignoranca of momm 
citizens bm is tha possibilities of their own workshop* would
p's
be amusing were It nob so deplorable* Tte proclamation was 
couched in the meet courtly language and read thuas
Proclamation,
%  H a  Rayal IH#ir*eoa, Ak^SajMhmt 
%  the grace of fed. King of %rlvirsi, Puke of the 
Sevan Cities of Cibola, Befeader of the Faith, and 
Khlghte of the Poyal Heat.
**3to our faithful subjects everywhere* behold our 
J&yal K&lct,*' It Is our ca»ts?nd5 Stoat the week 
of the present year* beginning September 16, and end­
ing September 21* be set apart for the occasion of 
our royal visit to our beloved,
City of teaha
Province of Hebraiika, for the purpose of celebrating 
19
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tliis year the
feast of ffendamin
$h© Hood Spirit of the harvest* the JClng of Com*
It is decreed that his fee a time of high carnival*
Settling pageants* sad magnificent fetes* prepared
fey our loving subjects for the pleasure ©f ourself 
and visiting pilgrims from many «»&tids* and that on
Thursday* Ttm nineteenth toy of September
As evening falls* the entrance of our royal hosts 
through the gates of the city will be made* It Is 
therefore enjoined upon all who m m  us allegiance*
whether In this land of Com* In the mighty last* 
or In foreign lands* that they assemble In the City
of Ornate on this occasion and enjoy with us the 
gorgeous spectacles and royal hospitality tendered 
fey our loving subjects* 
gy order of Mis Boys! Highness*
Samson oo 
oora High Chamberlain
fhe city council caked the people of Omaha to write 
letters to tho^ .- friends describing the festivities*2*1 
Realising the advertising possibilities of letters* a number 
of (tabs buslneamm ted advertising printed upon the becks 
of their business envelopes* this warn inexpensive costing 
only a few cents per thousand* Son© of the form printed 
on the business can; oil cations were as fellemt
She II© bra ska State Fair 
At Ornate, September 13 to 20* 
the Finest State Fair Grounds 
and Buildings In the I'orld*
22Ibid,
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Tuesday* September IT* 
n^ &bmmkm Fared#“ 
of Fleets from all Cities 
In the State*
Wednesday, September 13*
Orend Civic * Military end Bicycle
Fared#
Thursday* September 19*
WlifXTM* ttMK'S 
teigtit® of AioSar~Ben will 
celebrate the v 
Feast of ftoratmln**”**
Such matter printed in red in& on thousands of envelopes 
leaving taste daily served to attract attention and mptea&ss 
the fact that €wmlm was going all the way to improve this 
state fair* toe Cta&ha musicisn* to honor the "Feast of Men* 
daraln* " wrote a grand march which was ?mc*m as the "Knights 
of Ate»3ftr~B#n March*ft %  the order of teiasen thousands of 
copies of it were printed in official colors and distributed 
under the direction of ttom Aneleitt Order
The transportation problem which had teen one of the 
most perplexing in the early part of the summer of 1393 ted 
teen largely resolved fey September*' ' Being cognisant of the 
poor tr&nsportaticn facilities at tee World *# Fair in Chicago 
the Omm'sm esmmitt## In charge of the fair mad# transportation
54Ibid.
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arrangements which Insured not only speed and safety, but
also comfort and convenience In traveling to and from to©
27state fair grounds*
Leavenworth Street* before grading* use one of the 
roughest highway® imaginable* and Initially It was not a 
suggested route to pursue to the fair grounds by the trans* 
porta t ion committee# However* after It was graded and res tor* 
ed to good condition it mad© a good route* except at thirty* 
fourth Street where a trestle had been built over a washout*^* 
Tiie fact that Leavenworth Street tod been marked with signs 
also succored trsxisportstiois difficulties and the street m m  
acclaimed the threiighfar* to Nebraska *s greatest state fair#
In the latter part of August the Omaha Street Hallway 
Coapany was persuaded to build a double track line on Leaven* 
worth Street to the east entrance of the grounds# Plans were 
made to run street ears directly to the fair grounds from the 
downtown area with to© fare not to exceed five cents*
The rail roods also did ttoir part in providing transporta­
tion facilities for toe fair# fto Missouri Pacific Hallroad 
built a branch from its main line to to© fair grounds*^ In 
addition to the excursion trains which delivered passengers
^ Xbld#* September 9* 1&95*
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to t'm west entrance it rati a special train from tha 
tobster Street depot every fifteen minutes during felr 
weak#3* the Burlington HaiXroed secured an entrance to the 
fair grounds by a track from its main line. It too ran ex* 
curalons and also provided shuttle service from the depot 
for passengers coming in on the regular brains,^ Ttm 
Blkom Bailroad Company tod a line & short distance west of 
the fair grounds and in August it built a sidetrack to the
entrance of the grounds and ran Its excursion and special
33trains over this track# Thm Chicago, St# Paul, Minneapolis 
and Omaha itailroad also used the Elkora tracks to run trains 
from the Webster Street depot, while the Onion Pacific Bail* 
road put on a quick service from Omaha, Council Bluffs and 
South Cmato, depositing passengers at the gates of the fair 
grounds every few minutes* Thus, if a person was not taken
directly by train to the fair grounds, to could travel either
34by a steam or electric car from the Union depot*
Unusually low ticket rates prevailed during fair week#® 
Owing to the low rates from all eastern points an unusually 
large number of visiters from other states attended the state
31Ibid.
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%fair* All of tha railroads running into Qm&b sold round*
trip tick* to for the price of a one-way f a r e *36 A® early 
a® September 1 these tickets were put on sale in the eastem 
pert of tha Unite*! States am! were honored for thirty day® 
with an extension of time if desired*^1
A® time for the fair drew near tea Uorjld^Herald ampha** 
sl&ed the importance of beautifying the city* It reminded 
residents that thousands of people would be In Omaha to 
visit the fair during the day and witness the splendor of 
the festivities at night*33 toe Sditor of the World-Harald 
emphasised that it was imperative that the Board of Public 
Works and the city authorities have the streets cleaned and 
throughly swept and that the city should be attractively 
decorated* and its streets and building© made beautiful with 
Illuminated arches# flags# festoons and banners of every 
description*39 to voicing this demand the editor felt he 
was emphasising the sentiments of every businessman and 
property holder of the city*4**0
It was suggested that the street lamps of the city 
should receiveV-every care on the part of the authorities# 
both in the business and residential districts* so that the
September &, 1895.
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visitor® would have no trouble in locating their lodging®
l i l
following tha waning pprades* Hie city council teamed 
the €laaha Follee Zfc^ pmrtmant teat it #!»aM be on the out­
look for auspicious characters who would be converging on
the city during fair week and they demanded that these
42characters be found and driven from the city*
City authorities said that to keep the streets clean 
they would find it necessary to rope in the sidewalks and 
strictly enfcrv* orders prohibiting crowding into the streets.43
toey said that each parade would march over a two-mile route 
with every block brilliantly illuminated and that steps would 
he taken to prevent overercwdltig on Farxsm* Sixteenth end 
the other principal streets of tee city .’4i* Boeal authorities 
pointed out that Omaha had an advantage over flew Orleans#
St* Louis# and other parade cities In having wide streets and 
wide sidewalk©* but test if tee twenty-thousand or mere 
people expected to witness each parade were not properly 
restrained they would destroy the beauty of tea parades# while 
at tea same tine lessen their own pleasure*1^
On Friday# September 6* 1695# tee Mabraaka State Fair was 
opened# inaugurated# and dedicated.110 For this festive event
41^ S M - S E E E M *  *ugu»t 21, 1395.
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Qmhrn ©ent greeting# through the to their
friends in Hebraiiia;., lows* the Demotes* Kansas* Minnesota t 
and Missouri and ttm mom distant states to tha north and 
west* Omkm autterities while dedieating the fair grounds 
brought Its history up-to-date* Ttm state fair grounds or 
*^h@ White City, ^ 7  ms it mmm mailed ted teen built in six 
months# Tim fair grounds store eons!dered by eem# to be among 
the most elaborate in the country* the srchltectual design 
of the buildings urns a ta ble and their appearance elegant*
Qm&hans were proud that they ted erected much buildings to
hBreceive the exhibits of the people of the surrounding states# 
$hese buildings m m  situated on the highest point of 
the fair grounds ate cverwleoteed tte »oe track located below# 
this one mile tm m  urn built up above a plain so the space 
within the circle of -the track housed the state for the Judges*11^  
Ite buildings on the state fair grounds vmr® painted & clear 
rhite* timii giving them much the seme effect as those of 
the World %  Fair in Chicago*^
Q&ahana invited everyone in the Middle West to attend 
the state fair ate gave all a hearty welcet&e* In the iasngure*
*7fiaA*
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tion of the state fair grounds it was said:
Tha present season is a Joyous one. Drouth 
and famine have fled* the harvests are ripe and 
the corn is ready to he gathered* The oxen are 
fat and the sheep are covering the hills* ■ .he 
fields are waving with golden grain and the song 
of the harvester is heard on every ride, The 
railroads are busy carrying our products to the 
markets, of the world, and our granaries are burst­
ing with abundance. The grape is purple, the apple© 
are red and mellow, and the plum is luclous to the 
taste, Evwrything is most auspicious In this perfect 
year when providence has rmiled and blessed the labors 
of the farmer and the husbandman.
Omaha springs into new life and a giant armed *
The days of care and worry have passed. The lines 
on the brow have relaxed, and all are looking confident 
xy for the reward of an era of prosperity that shall 
be enduring. The currents of business are swelling on 
our atreats; the hum of machinery is everywhere. Our 
homes are becoming more beautiful and our thoroughfares 
are ^rate highways through wnicn multitudes will move 
o the Feast of &cndan*ln, and the f^ arch of /-.k-f jr-Ben. 
Omaha urges you to come, and come 300,000 strong.
Never has the west seen such pageantry a© will be 
visible on our streets. Qyiana will be garlanded with 
festoons ate streamers, and fragrant wreaths, and her 
ve^pies and buildings will be beautiful with banners.
The "White City of Nebraska,H the finest In this 
wea&ern land, will be glad to greet you. Eye hath 
not seen and ear hath not heard the glories of the west 
tnafc will meet the eye ate cheer the spirit in that 
rare collection of fruits and grains and flowers; end 
the human heart will respond with touching emotion to 
the bounteous Cod who has so truly blessed this flour­
ishing city and this imperial commonwealth. Come ate 
rejoice with ue, and Joinrln giving thanks and praise 
to the giver of ail good.-**
Onabens did not recognise the den as the old coliseum
when It was opened to them for the first time on the evening
1
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of September l$, 1893#^ ft m &  a glow of light and to® 
bar® italla had disappeared* the floor# which so oftmn re- 
m undMt to to® ring of skates and the thunder of applause# 
w m  covered t«ito canvas for dancing*^ on to® walls#
which were of glowing whiteness# was #t#bt thousand yards 
of rod.# yellow and green bunting*
At each end of to® main floor was placed a largo band 
and easy chains for dancers*- Cn® groat ctengo mad® in too 
building was to® cutting of mors doors too on trance wo® 
itiaclfs fit to® south end of th® building so it would b® used 
exclusively for dancers * this entrance opened into a recep- 
tiers room on each aid® of which were dressing rooms, toss® 
dressing rooms were reserved far toe imtghts too took part
in toe parade# and after opening the ball they retired to
those roes to change Into evening dreo©*^ the executive 
committee for the coronation ball announced tost:
The Identity of the queen will remain in mystery
until toe king# with much ceremony# appease in front 
of hor at toe' coronation with u bouquet of roses* The 
queen will# of course# be dieting®!;,.tied by her beauty 
and her high social position*
*&m ton grand® dames of to# court are ratrons of 
high social position in Omaha* Ttm ladies of toe court 
and the maids of honor will to ©elected from to® most
beautiful and popular wid e  and young matrons of Uneoln*
Council muffs# Hsbraska City# Beatrice# Fmsont and
^jZjhs ttoaha ^cqfslor# September 21# 1395* 
:*^ w r lu ^ ila ra ld * 8©ptotittor ># 1393*
^r>id.■!■»!<■..* MW**
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Kearney* The Ball will he without doubt* the 
brilliant affair of the sort which this city has 
aver seen. Vh# moat fashionable men and woman of 
the city will fill the positions of honor, and the 
display of gowns and jewels will he greater than 
has ever been seen# here before* It is a well Known 
fact that society in Omaha is exculalve in the sense 
that it seldom appears at any public function. In 
this case, however# civic pride rises above every­
thing else*
The wo;?;en* who ii&aice the success of a social 
affair are as determined as the men that the whole 
festival shall be a success. The part which they can 
perform is to mm'km the social phases fashionable as 
well as popular and this they will do* Indeed# the 
lady who is crowned queen of Ak-Sar^Sen will have 
every cause to feel that a great co&pli.&wnt has been 
paid her beauty grace end popularity. Hie identity 
cf ire king will remain unreiealev. until at midnight 
when he will lift his mask.^
^arly in toptemfcer* ai* chousand Invitations were
cr'’?
issued for tne grand ball of the Knights of iU-Bi*
The invitations were copper-plate# surmounted by a design 
oi counted Knlghtc charging and eaboaeeJ in bronve. Ihe 
large envelopes bore on the flap a flag of Ak-Bgr-Ben beautl 
fully embossed in the proper colors* Ihe Invitations were 
made by the engraving establishment of Clement Chase* in
SBGii.ahc-# not In Hew fork or Boston m  many Gm&hane supposed* 
The wholesale firm-:, and banks of Omaha took largo numbers of 
these Invitations to send to their country ouatamers and
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• Hi# tovltotfetia read m  follow®*
By to® o f Ml© Boyal iffghiwsMMi.
Ak~Sar**Sfc&# Kfog of Qulvira
ye® a m  l o f M M i  tout ft it M i  m m %
g^cious p M m m m m  that you attorn
The Court lull
fn  m l m % m % X m t  a f to t ffe u t o f M & n & m l n t 
by to t Unlghto o f Ak*Sts*»lltti a t th e ir  to n , 
Thursday tot Iflis&tooiito o f So&toe&or# 
Efghtttis huiidrwl &*t# o to tty —fiv e#
a t ton by to t clock on th a t w m teg#
Cteha Saiaaon
I-ord High Cfc#*terlalii>9
39i s m *
C M F t m  IV
m m  w im t  a&~sah~a&& $ m m &  
m m  c m o u m i m  m u ,
Iba fint fair w # «  to hm b m M  %m eo** junction wit** 
to# faativitiaa of tli# iftclant OrOar of tit of
m m  ©a# not forgotia& b? vtesa&aaa*
citixana feM avat- a It u*£-a*4 m social avar«t oi ao#b aa*altu6a 
a** &>* court bail or an,, U*in& as aa that first
paraOa. tk% kportanc# or tala fair waax waa 
ahown &j t*i« anthualaa* it ln»ttlla4 In th# of
D^ i&nii. for th# flrat i»an>- aacpla aara *latf taa^ aara
ra*14aot* of iba ait?; at Imt taa? aooiti s#a future pres-
p®Fl If *
■'v rapta&bar I; # th# 4ao >-C tb# JU.^ oar-’-Ban peratfe aad
court fe&ll* all local n#&tjag#r& eo«cair#4 arilala* welooking 
Air*;, A*,~oar~Ban I to tfca &in#4©fB ©I $oivlre« Xha rout# of 
tb# p#r#4# »a« efurwunaea *a fell on# %
Tha roota of tfea carnival parad# will Bo fro* 
to# .Deo at fwantlata aa4 Orant str##ts south or* 
la ant lath to ixardl itrtttf tfeaaaa m m i on XxarO atreat 
to i>2xia#oU*# ifcat,*#* rouih ©#* Dial##** to &#u#laa* 
cast on Daualaa to Mlmth* tooth on ninth to tamaa* 
wont on faroa# to &iafclaanift north on &laftt#anli* to 
Doualaa# aaat on Pougla® to Slxtaantb an4 raturn to 
ilia Ben* Thm mill Immm it*# Da*v~at
10 o*oMek an# opan tba court bail soon after.3-
hteiM-MaaoiM* *•„ i&m-
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Throughout the early part of September the news­
papers were full of warning for the children of Omaha*
Owing to many thousands of people who would be on the 
streets to witness the parades, the papers stressed that
extra precaution must be observed to preserve the safety
o
of all* The papers warned that anyone found ©limbing one 
of the poles on which were stretched Incandescent light
3wires he would be promptly taken in custody by the police*
The streets of Omaha were gayly decked with Ak-Sar-Ben 
colors and illuminated with countless electric lights*
Farnata and tfcrth Sixteenth were abiase with continuous streams 
of electric lights on either side# with fiery arches at the 
crossings, and innumberable individual designs on the princi­
pal buildings* Mm  expected, the court house stood out In 
relief against the September sky, outlined by rows of electric 
lights and brilliant with stars and arches*^ Across the 
street the city hall flashed back twinkling arches and curves, 
and the tower could be seen for miles by reason of the 
girdles of lights which circled it* Electric lighted arches 
and festoons were featured along Farna® Street*
%orld~Merald« September 15# 1895*
3Ibld*
^The Omaha Excelsior* September £1, 1899*
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The display of the Ak~Sar**Ben colors# red, green# and 
yellow was beautiful# although the full effect was not 
brought out at night as well ©a by day. these colors were 
selected not only for their flaunting *gaisty and brightness,S¥ 
but also to remind everyone of the state*s chief products# 
beef cattle# alfalfa hay# and the golden ears of fKing Corn*1* 
flies# products were frequently used as an ornament in the 
embellishment of badges# buttons# and stationery.
Broad bands of Ak-Sar-Ben colore met the eye evei^where. 
Some of the designs were quite striking# such as the Ak~Sar*>Ben 
bllssard at Cartrlghts# and the elaborately decorated double 
windows of Wilcox and Draper, both downtown stores,? Browning 
King and Company and Orchard and Wilhelm both located on
i2
Douglas Street also had beautiful displays.
Officially, the state fair opened Monday, September 16# 
1895, The evening was devoted to a bicycle parade and on 
this occasion ,#the crowd was the largest ever assembled, in 
Omaha during fair week.*"® Many state fair visitors and cltlsens 
of Qa&ha went downtown as early as five 0 *clock that evening, 
in order to secure points of vantage from which to view the 
parade, There were five thousand costumed wheelman in line
■^-Irahals Own 14a re sine, Hovember 1923, Volume 3-# P» 12*
7Ibid.
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I Qend the Ak*£ar«*Ben colors wmv® well display ml, The
Qmhik Wheel Club made a good showing in the parade mm did 
the tourist Club, another local organisation* Each rider 
carried a basket in front of the hand!# hare of hie bicycle 
elth a goodly supply of fireworks to enliven the scene,** 
Tuesday evening, September IT, Ctaah&ns and state fair 
visitors witnessed the tfebrnsks parade* Thim night was d#- 
voted to a display of Jfebzmska county floats, The parade was 
headed by the Hebraska State Band of Lincoln, followed by 
a platoon of police, and a formation of Indians and c o w b o y s  
’The Douglas county float, which was not in competition, bore 
a gigantic ear of c o m  eud a mammoth key, The motto was, of 
course, "The f£ey of the State, The latter part of the 
parade was devoted to advert!sements of individual firms,
The next evening a military and secret society parade 
was viewed on the streets of Omaha, These parades were de­
voted to military and fraternal societies, with three thousand 
men in line accompanied by fifteen bands,***
Thursday evening, September 19, saw all of cmaha ablase 
with lights, The Haights of Ak-Sar-Ben who took part in the
10Ibld.
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pageant of tli® float® rep or tad to the dan at ftv® o'clock 
on tli@ afternoon of the day of the pageant. 3 Befrealt®#«ts 
were served them at six o*clock and they started the parade 
from the dan at 7*13 p* sharp. Whan M n g  Ak~$ar~Ben I, 
whose identity was concealed* and hie knights marched through 
the city the line of the parade was closely packed with Omahans 
and state fair visitors. So packed were the streets* especial- 
ly in the downtown area* that standing room could scarcely 
be found at any p r i c e S t a n d s  and ©eats were erected wher­
ever possible and all windows on Sixteenth and Fama© were 
reserved days in advance• Hie minimum price set on these 
choice spot© for viewing the parade was five dollars*1^
A platoon of mounted police headed the parade foflowed by 
the Second Infantry Band from Port Omaha. Hie immense floats 
were each drawn by four horses* a page walked at the head of 
each with the name of the float aloft and two men walked in 
the rear to guard against accidenta. Three attendant© with 
torchds marched on either ©ids of each float to illuminate
ig
the fairy scene depicted*
Following the tradition ©f all carnivals* the first float 
of the Ak~Sar*Ben parade represented Boeuf Ores* the Nebraska
X\oria-Herald. September lj, 18*5. 
l^ Xhe Oaam. &xo.l«lor, Sept.ab.r 21*. 18*5.'rimmmm*™* » ■ • •  • *»>♦»**. \■ mm«rrf>w iwni ^  w ^
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corn fed steer. There was not a custom more essentially 
characteristic of a carnival t*han that which retained the
fat 03i for its sacrificial ceremonies* The steer was a good 
specimen* which on# might have expected to arrive at the great 
abattoirs of south Omaha where by the metamorphosis of modern 
Machinery It would be speedily converted into food products 
for the world* The float was constructed to represent a 
miniature meadow whereon a fat Nebraska steer* garlanded for 
the slaughter, was attended by royal executioners and guarded 
by two member* of the royal lhouse. This float was significant 
to the state end was especially selected' to lnauguerate the 
rtFeast of P!0ndatt$ln + **^
The second float was the key note to the parade and to
the wFea&t of Mandarin." Hondamln was known to all readers of
bongfellow*** beautiful legend of Hiawatha as the King of Corn,
the $ood Spirit of the Harvest. This title was eminently fit*
tclng* in the great com state of Mebraska* where mo much depend*
ed upon the success of the annual crop.2** This float displayed
a green bank* alive with musical frogs and swamp Insects. One
could see the roots of an upturned tree, upon which was perched
a cross between a gnome and an Insect supporting, an open volume* 
On this bob** m m  inscribed the n m m  of the feast day. The
^% h e  Omaha Excelsior, September 1>, 1895* Ak-Sar~Ben
effect was weird and fantastic.2*
On the next float came King Ak-S r-Ben, himself, masked 
and seated upon a lofty throne of the petals of an enormous 
rose emerging from a golden crown. The lower part of the 
float was covered with brightly colored roses, green loaves, 
emblematic of the beauty s® well as the usefulness of the 
cavalierfs kingdom. King Ak-Sar-Ben was accompanied by a
22guard of knights arrayed in the brightest of court costumes. 
The souvenirs which were for sale to all spectators for five 
cents, told the following story of King Ak-Sar-Ben It
It Is now over 350 years since the first visit 
of the Ancient Order of the Knights of Ak-Sar-Ben, to 
Quivira, now known as Hebraska. It was during the 
reign of the mighty king, Tatarrax, In the year 13^0, 
that the Knights of Ak-Sar-Ben set out from Mexico 
in quest of the Seven Cities of Cibola, in the Kingdom 
of Quivira. l?h@y entered the land for which they were 
in search, where now are the southern boundaries of 
the subdivisions called Cage and Furnas, and found 
in full of Interest and containing fabulous wealth.
Hiis was eighty years before the landing of the pil­
grims at Plymouth Rock, sixty eight years before the 
discovery of the Hudson, sixty six years before John 
Smith sailed up the river which now bears the name of 
James I of England, twenty three years before the birth 
of Shakespeare; Queen Elisabeth was yet a little girl, 
and the thrones of Spain and Germany were occupied by 
Charles
As King Ak-Sir-Ben1® chariot approached the City Hall at
glIbld.
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Eighteenth and Fa m a m  Street it halted end Mayor Bernl®, 
standing on the reviewing platform welcomed him and pre­
sented him with a key to the city. King Ak-S r-Ben I 
received the key graciously and promised prosperity, .not 
only to Qmh&g but to all the state, .Mayor Bamis addressed 
him as followsi
Moat Mighty potentates The city of Otoaha wel­
comes the return of Ak-Sar-Ben King of Qulvlra, to
the domain that M s  predecessor discovered and that 
tea come to bo sc prosperous end happy* In doing so 
we feel that tno influence of that great spirit whose 
launtless courage sought out the soil of Nebreeks
while It was yet a part of the kingdom of Qulvira, has 
left its Impress here and will stimulate our trade and 
commerce, so that we shall keep step with the progress 
of tte age, and since your royal highness tea signified 
his intention of visiting these, his royal subjects, 
every your at the time of the Foret of Mundamin, ate 
while our state fair is in session. I, as the ruler 
of the city, In behalf of our citlaens hereby surren­
der the key of the city to your care and keeping, ate 
hope that your royal highness may not only oa able to 
unlock all the store houses of royal hospitality, but 
that this key will unlock the 4 hearts ate minds of 
these people ate open them to a broader ate higher 
conception of tree citlsenshlp and patriotic reyality 
to the test interests, not only of our great ate growing 
metropolis, but to the state at large«re
It was most fitting that the fourth float of the parade 
should represent tte wealth of the monarch *s kingdom* In 
this float, 0ua IWazo, who designed the floats, presented 
a churning fairy picture re1 ^lan himself reuld not suffici-
*** Wbr Id-Mere Id * teptetaber 20, 1393.
^$6* Qw&.ha Excelsior. September 19, 1 8 9 9,
emtly express hln joy over the beautiful harvest of the
#»
gcldenrod state* so the fair lea of the field were pressed 
into service to fully represent the Jcy which reigned over 
King Ak-Sar-Ben*© detain* On this fleet wca shown a scene 
in which fairies of the fields surrounds d by the products
of their toil were shoeing to the court their revelries*
•Eils float ras significant In that llabreslco ted that year 
produced its largest crop in history*
She .next float tore the rusme, "feottdamln *o 0 0 01 10*** It 
represented a castle guarded by an license flying dragon* end 
an ogre of frightful appearance* both of which had been con­
quered by a brave knight cf Ak~S.-r-Ben, who found a princess 
Imprisoned in. the castle* He freed her and as the story was 
told,, the castle was dedicated to Mandamin.^
Xn the early seventeenth century many people in the Eaat 
believed that the Mississippi Valley grew nothing hut sand and 
grasshoppers**^ Contradicting this belief, the sixth float of 
the parade* represented Mondamlr* in the beneficent act of 
driving Insects free his kingdom, fhtm fleet was rated by 
Hebraekans as one of the most beautiful in the parade the
26
27 Jims a C. Olaaa, iU»tor^ of M»i>gaa&». <14jneoins Salver* 
sity of Mebresice Press, iSr>6* /# p» 5*
2%bid.
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luxuriant f Hage which grew rank upon it, appeared to 
great advantage under the torches of the attendants. The 
dejected look of the locusts and grasshoppers vainly striv­
ing to hold their own on the outer edges of the float* gave 
a practical side to the display which was appreciated by 
Mebraskans. Hits float was significant to the state*a 
history* because it showed the grasshopper, which once swept 
the fields of Mebraska, recognising his lord and master and 
bowing to his decree.30
The seventh float of the lUc-Sar-Ber* parade was called 
MTh© War of The Elements,m and typified the contest for 
mastery between water and flame* In the forepart of the 
float were pictured water nymphs* who were sporting fountains 
of water, while In the rear red flames were waking futile 
attempts to destroy the luxuriant vegetation which the foun­
tains were sustaining. Again# this float waa significant 
to the history of the state* in that, it had suffered severe 
drouth during periods of its history*
Everyone in the kingdom of Ak-$ar-Ben* formerly known as 
Qttlvlra# had heard of Samson the King*a High Chamberlain, who 
signed all coasmisstons and to whom all communications were 
addressed*^ The next float showed Samson's entrance to the 
city in almost as regal a manner as that of the King. Armed
3°oison, o£. ott., pp. 181- 182-2
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Knights were stationed in the front part of the float# while 
in the roar arose two knightly columns# handsomely designed 
and suraounted with vanes of flowers * Between these two 
columns atoda the ocrci High Chamberlain# Samson# and M s  
izraadists attendants*
While Fonca da teon and *iia followers were making ttolr 
fruitless soared through tee everglades of Florida for the 
fountain of youth* its waters# as tte story was told# were 
already flowing in Moira ska* It vraa upon this story that 
the ninth float of the parade called r,/ic*Sar-Ban *0 Fountain 
of ¥outh#* was founded* At both ends the float showed 
beautifully carved celiasna which were contrasted in the 
center by the sparkling magic fountain which was responsible 
for giving Mebraskons* "that young and handsome appearance 
for which they felt they were noted,
The spectators aiera of the opinion that the ultimate 
in the design of floats had been reached# but when the tenth 
float celled the *Vster Witch Cpenlng the Flood dates of 
tehraska# w appeared they realised that this float suxpsssed 
all the otters in the parade*^ On the crest of a sea green 
wave rode the queen of the fairies# directing ter subjects 
to rain beneficently upon ter chosen land# Kebrasko• The
^?te Omaha gxcelsior* September 2 1 # 1895*
^Iblo, # September 1 9 # 1895*
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rmIn brought prosperity to the state ef Mtbr&sks am! in 
the next float the Brand Visier proclaimed rain with banners 
and the blare of trumpets* This float depicted an elevated 
throne upon which was seated the notable Brand Vlsier while 
upon the steps below stood t guard of armed knights and 
pages with trumpets and termers,^*
The cradle of Ak-Sar-Bsn was the subject of tee sevens 
teenth float# on which mn infant hero In a nursery was being 
rocked to sleep in a mammoth cradle by watchful fairies, Rich 
in color and picturesque in design was *Ak~3 r-Ben *8 Fisheries ** 
the title of the eighteenth float, A gigantic leaf formed a 
bomt which sailed the guardian of the woter In which were 
visible fish bigger thro tee beat Hehr&s&B liar ever c a u g h t *36 
The final float named# "The Brand Mufti*1 brought the 
first Ak-Sr. r-Ben parade to * close with a scene of rare beauty* 
The Brand Mufti# the herald of this mysterious court# was 
emerging frets tea midst of mn enchanted forest where strange 
music was heard and unknown flowers blossosed underfoot# The 
Brand Mufti proclaimed loudly to the citluens the glad tidings 
teat panics were of tee post# that bard times should be no 
more# and that peace, plenty and prosperity should fee the 
lot of those citlsens who were infinitely faithful subjects
September £1, 1395.
363 Ibid,
of King Ak-Sar~Ben I♦ ^
Originally the court ball we® to be held In a down­
town theatre*3^ but In the early part of September it was 
decided by the board of governors that the coliseum was the 
only structure in the city which could accommodate the huge 
crowd expected* Fifteen hundred seats were provided for 
dancers and seven hundred and fifty were reserved for 
spectators* ffsny people considered the tickets quite ex­
pensive, especially for non-members • 29 tickets for non- 
ambers of Ak-Sar-Ben were two dollars per person for general 
admission to the gallery and three dollars for a reserved 
seai*^0
After his royal procession through his beloved city 
of Omaha, King Ak-S^r-Ben, found a warm reception awaiting 
him at the den* which mm® decked brilliantly with the colors 
of the ancient order* The all white and elegantly lighted 
den made a fitting place for the king to hold his court ball 
and crown his queen of "beauty * ^  King Ak-Sar-Ben 1 .seemed 
to be entirely satisfied as he looked upon his court with 
the group of "fair maids of honor* ladies in waiting and 
ladles of the court in the royal boxes* and the five hundred
first _ _ . .. . _  _ .
^World-ifcra Id» September 3* 1893 ♦
^% h s  Omaha telly Bee* September 22, 1893 
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¥handsomely costumed knights *
From the ©enter of the roof of this "’immense5* building 
were stretched bend® of yellow# green end red bunting with 
banners tastefully arrayed throughout the court* this 
splendid setting Impressed viewers with the significance 
that Ak-Sar-Ben was Indeed a new power in Omaha. At the 
west side of the coliseum stood the royal throne upon a 
dal# raised three feet from the floor# arid upon it# surround­
ing the king# were the ©aids of honor# on elgher side of 
whosftvwere grouped the ladies of the court and the ladies 
in waiting* Both midways along the wall of the den were 
decorated in Ak-Sar-Ben colors# and under each window hung 
festoons of red# green and yellow fastened in place with 
rosettes- and streamers* This display of colors mounted upon 
a white background mad© the Ak-Sar-Ben den an attractive
s e t t i n g  »**2
Upon their return from the parade# the knights were 
refreshed with coffee and sandwiches in their private dress­
ing roosis at the den* The ball did not start at ten o#clock
*8 planned; it «ea air,o** twelve o*clock *hen th« s#cond
Infantry Band started to play the Inspiring march "Knights of
A k - S a r - B e n . the knights marched on the dance floor
21 **W or Id-Hera Id * September 20# IS9 5 .
4-Ibid.
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they made ft 1ft££llns spectacle in their rich costumes which 
sparkled under the electric lights of the don*
Marchiitg in paIra the knights completely filled the open 
space of the dance .floor shaking the assemblage orm of the 
m m t  picturesque, m m t  fanciful and moist Magnificent ever 
seen in Omaha* it was a scene of beauuy with knighta* 
esquires# pa-es* fairies# princes* and pi’lneesaea, kings and 
queens from neighboring dominions# elves# dwarfs, owlu# salee# 
toads , graashappera# all contused finures from the floats 
mingled together in a dolightful harmony of color* following 
the knights In lino of uareU u&me the board of governors*
The icing then entered followed by his Lord High Chamber- 
lain* fame n# and a brother king frcr. a neighboring province» 
The King unpacked *efore entering the ball rooss arid everyone 
seemed pleased when they eaw the King, was the Honorable B* M* 
Bartlett of Cnaha**® He wa© dressed in a Lohengrin coatuee 
of white:' satin and silver with a coat of sail that shone 
resplendent es he took hie stand before the throne ho was soon 
to occupy with hi8 Mueen of beauty.
Arriving before the royal box the Lord High Chamberlain 
advanced and handed King Ak~$&r~Ben I ft bouquet of flowers*
At one vide of the King stood a tiny page# the daughter of
^ Ife* Qw«faa jjic»lalor. iepteiaber *1* I8'i6.
*^ Ibl<J."I i ’ *—i
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william R. Bennett, who knelt before the Knig and received 
fro® hi® an elaborate bouquet of rad and yellow rosm with 
sprays of green in the midst representing the royal colors>
Then the page arose before an exalted audience and bore the
bouquet of roses to the royal box. The page entered the
box and knelt before Kiss Mellora Woolwortb, who accepted
the flowers, rising and bowing to the King.^
The visiting monarch then presented Xing Ak-Sar-Ben I
with a cup of champagne* As the Kins ~aie*d the cup to hi®
lips, the drum® began to roll as he drank to the health of
his beautiful queen % he turned and drank to the health of hi*
royal knight* 5 and then a third t-isae, to all his faithful 
liftsubject*• This ordeal gave everyone in. the audience an 
opportunity to see who bad received the great honor of being 
the first of th* Knights of &k-£ar~B*n and the applause
and cheers burst forth afresh.
Kext the Lord Hi gh Chamberlain presented the little page 
the royal crown on a satin cushion laced with gold* Again 
the page bearing the crown advanced toward the royal box
followed by the King and t*ord High Chamberlain. The coronet 
of the crown consisted of an emerald and a topaz* At either 
side of the crown was a row of brilliant rhinestones and above
l,7m d -
48*orId-afraid, Sepfcewlm* £0, lSyf».
this band glistened a star of pearls in the center of which 
was set a resplendent diamond which was contrasted by a white 
aigrette placed behind it.1*^
Taking this stately souvenir from the page the ling 
placed it on the brow of Hiss Woolworth# who knelt to receive 
it. As she knelt every costumed knight knelt with one knee 
to the floor and the ladies of the royal iox rose, making 
a tableau of wonderful effectiveness and beauty* As the 
queen arose, his Majesty assisted her to the throne, to the 
sound of drums and trumpets while the knights sprang to their 
feet. The whole coronation ceremony was a seen# Bever to be 
remembered in the annals of Cteaha« * Haver was an Omaha atidl* 
ence more pleased. It seemed as If the months of work on the 
part of the untiring committee, the months of waiting on the 
part of the public, had reached the apex of ambitious success.
The band then struck up the grand march and the knights 
led by the board of governors, began their evolutions before 
the court, with the royalty now seated. For the grand march 
the knights had received the eereful training of Professor 
Horand,^ an$ tjjgy executed the movements with precision and 
promptness* As they cam® down the floor Initially by twos, then
^ % a r  Id -Hera Id , February 9, 19^7*
5°Ibld.
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by fours and finally by eights* the real elegance of the 
masquerade was manifest to all* Every movement was calcu­
lated to show off the costumes to advantage* there was 
great speculation by the viewer© concerning the identity of 
those behind the masks* but detection was out of the question* 
After the Knights returned fro© their dressing room© the 
ball started.52
there was no doubt that the people of Cfoaha were great­
ly impressed with the Knight© of Ak-Sar-Ben and their elegant 
coronation ball* One editor commenting upon the affair wrote:
The Knight© of Ak-Sar-Ben Is a secret society* 
founded on the line© of the Veiled Prophets of St. 
Louis* the Priests of Pallas of Kansas City* and the 
great society of Hew Orleans* Bex* Proteus and Cornu©* 
that have been accomplishing so much In attracting 
vast crowds of strangers annually to their gorgeous 
parades• The success of this year1© entertainment 
in Omaha has been so great that the Knights of Ak-Sar- 
Ben will become a permanent institution of city life 
and they have leased the coliseum* the largest build­
ing in the city for five years* as their den* and 
here will be given from year to year, the greatest 
and most splendid balls ever attempted in Omaha * J
^ Ibid* For a complete description of the first Ak-Sar-Ben 
ball program* and a list of names of those taking part in the 
first coronation consult appendix B*
53Ibld,
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Tim sucena m  t m  state path 
behefihsd ohaha
T m  state fair held in September was the largest and 
most successful wei9 held though it labored under the double
disadvantage of extremely disagreeable weather and inadequate 
transportation facilities#* ‘fix# unprecedented crowds over-* 
taxed the capacity of both the steam railways and electric 
street ears. While surveying tlx# past week One ha saw many 
tilings upon which they could improve., but generally agreed 
that the city had benefited from the fair,2
F* II. Davis, cashier of the First national lank, said
the effect of :,the large number of visitors in Omaha was very 
noticeable to the deposits of their cuetoners,3 One retail 
cigar merchant ted sold over three hundred dollars worth of 
cigars to a single day.1" Davis considered the street parades 
the most valuable as they brought people to the downtown
shopping area before eoch pared*•;
Victor Caldwell, vice president of the United States 
Motional Bank, commented on the large amount of silver end
*World-*Herald, January 1, 18 9 6*WWW iiiniw. 1 < 1 onn*—mi mww. iri ii na^tpr-#*^ '
gtbid.. September 28, 1895.
3Ibid.
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mall chang# brought in Tor deposit* Ha was certain that 
It wou M  not be difficult to secure contributors for another 
state fair next year# because many mall businessmen# such ©s# 
restaurant operators# drugsists# and saloon keepers had been
pleasantly surprised by the amount of business transacted in
6
the last week* Caldwell believed also that more could be
done wi&u the Knights of ik~Sar«B@n and that there would ocme
a time when It would do more for the city than severs! state
fairs combined*^
Charles Ford, president of the Smortmn Mat Iona 1 Bank#
believed the retail houses of the city had profited by the
fair# but the good derived from the fair would be felt more
several months later than at the present time* He said a
great deal of money had been brought to Cbiaha and placed in
circulation and all through the winter the effect of this
Sadditional money would be experienced*
A reporter for She Omaha Pally Bee interviewed & number*  <»*<W(WIIWWiawi mntHi«ir #*wifrMW«i|iw»«^ m i. rw 'wuiiiXwmMWmft
of businessmen covering the fair. From their standpoint It 
had been a success.9 Hayden Brothers# local merchants# re­
ported their business was very good and that the store had
b$3fi. Oteha Sxcelelor, September 21, 1093.
‘’ibid.
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h m n  crowded constantly* Vhil® it was not the latest 
week they ted ever ted, they had never done @© much business 
before at that time of the year* Ifeyden Brothers felt amply 
repaid for their contribution to the state fair fund**®
The Boston Store officials retire tod that one million dollars 
ted been spent in taste during the fair weak and they felt 
they had received their share* 5n foot, it ted been their 
biggest iteete In or?lee,
There sere many reports from the manager® of the ©ityfe 
larger hotels* C* t?. Squires, nanoger of the Millard Motel, 
reported that his guests were very such impressed with the 
fk^Ssr-Ben parade and ball* Italph Kltehen, of the Fasten 
Motel said his guests ©poke well of the fair, but m v e  
m p ®c5-ally enthusiastic about the parades os they were held 
at night, the days being disagreeably hot*11 Seme of hia 
patrons ted made reservetlons for next year*© fair* The 
only ecmplelnt the manager ©f the Hotel Bel lone ted heard 
concerned the inability of ©©me to find hotel, acesmsiodatlons* 
He had tried to secure lodging fc r seme at the (ftrend in 
Council Bluff©,but ft Xlkeele© wee filled* The Editor of 
The Omaha Dally Bee reported that some fair vleltors had 
been forced to sleep in chairs or on the floors of hotel
I0aid.
xxIbid.
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lobbies*
ftie Ak-Sar-Ben ball me* proclaimed the social event 
of the wok. Society people had eagerXy anticipated It# 
f*atnee nothing of ouch magnitude had been attempted in Osaha 
before#1 Hie extent of the undertaking tied taxed to the 
utmost the resources of the commit tees in charge*3^  
den made a magnificent ballroom but the committee® felt 
the mhole affair mould -have been more effective if every 
seat in the spectator#s gallery hud been occupied# Sew# 
m m m  of the opinion that seats should have been sold for 
half the price aaiced ©r better stll?# invitations including 
admission could b&ve bean sent out or given to the knights 
to send to prominent people* this man the policy in hem 
Orleans# Kansas City# and other cities t*here functions of 
this type mere held#^
Qmha. *s society leader® said# "the treatment of feminine 
guests from out of t o m  mas a cause ©f positive grief# * fhese 
guests mere permitted to sit in their boxes end melt In vain 
for people mho failed to introduce and assist them in filling 
out their dance programed*
ftie delay in starting the street parade and in return­
ing the floats mlth their occupants to the den caused the
1 ^ld-Hare 18. September 22, 1895*
i:>® »  Qpafa. Belly Ba*. September 22, 1899.
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the greatest inconvenience of the ball. Beil the pared© 
begun proraptly the ball night also have c ommm m d  on time 
and there would have been no need to eliminate saae of the 
dancing numbers.^ The &k~8sr-l@n ball initiated more m m  
gowns than any previous affair in the history of Omaha* The 
modistes had been busy for weeks and Qaaha society women felt 
these designers did credit to the ball by their work.*?
An article appeared in the Ctoaha Dally Bee commending 
the people on the fine city they had built. The article 
entitled “Oaaha Is Hiaen* 91 was written to the eltisene who 
contributed to the state fair fund and was as follows:
Omaha is risen I
Ho more the sackcloth and sorrow of drouth and care* 
Henceforth the garments of light ami beauty# of which 
the ornaments and Illuminations of our streets are so 
typical.
A city has come through a season of tribulation.
It has weathered the storm and its bark Is once more 
in the haven of progress and prosperity.
The manifestation of the superb courage of its 
resolute men and the generous enthusiasm of its friends 
and visitors has given Omaha a new birth of ambition# 
energy and enterprise.
It firmly knit the bonds of friendship with the 
people shown splendid cities and towns of Hebraska#
Iowa and the west.
It has brought us closer in the courtesies of 
life with those whose kindly words and deeds we honor 
and appreciate*
From this time let the word be '^ Forward • *13
In October of iS&s the executive committee of the Khight©
17ibld.
iaIbld.. September SI, 1895.
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of itto3&r*»Ben and Gus Renze attended the Priests of Fallas 
parade and carnival-In Kansas City.*^ The reception accorded, 
them in Kansas City was most cordial* They were met by a. 
committee of prominent civic leaders and entertained at the 
Kansas City Club*
the festivities .in Kansas City were not *h@ld in connection 
with any state fair or other attraction hut# nevertheless# 
this celebration had attracted Intense crowds each year since 
its inception in 1886* Kansas City businessmen subscribed
liberally each year to the celebration and they were confident, 
so they informed their guests from Omaha, that a large part 
of the city1© prosperity was due to the annual carnival* They 
credited the carnivals with a large share of the cities Job­
bing trade and the good feeling which had existed for so
21
many years between their city and its tributary territory*
Upon their return the Knights began to lay plans for an 
Ak«Sor«Ben Jubilee Might which was to take place at Boyd 
Theatre on Koveaiber 13# 1895* It turned out to be a festive 
occasion with excellent music, voices, wit, humor, gaiety, 
and brightness* The knights held the event to raise funds for 
a most worthy institution of the city— the did ladles Home/*^
* %orld-Bera Id # October 1, 1895*
20ISM*
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Vhe Jubilee was a success in that* ©tresy seat in the Boyd 
Sheat m  was filled and every available inch of standing 
room was taken*
the Knights of Ak*S r~Ben ended a successful year by 
sponsoring a gala circus *n their den on Beeember 9* ^h©
tickets wars ©specially adapted to a hard times purse because 
the price was fifty cent# for adults and twenty-five cents 
for c h i l d r e n . ft*® circus was for the benefit of the 
Associated Charities which had done excellent work among 
Omaha*© poor*
CBAPSBR VI
TOE AK-Sm~Bm FESTIVALS OF l3§6 A ®  1097 
SHOWED HAMV IHPHOVEMEHTC
In simttarlslng the accomplishments of the preceding
year# the Editor of the World-Herald remarked that on# was 
securing a location for the state fair* Incidental to this# 
ho remarked was the formation of the knights of Ak-Sar~3*n 
which united the businessmen of the city more completely than 
ever before* It was this organisation made up of Ctaaha '$ 
civic leaders which had rejuvenated the city with its un­
surpassed entertainment during state fair week*1
fhe board of governors met in January and started to 
formulate plans for the next state fair which was scheduled 
for August 31 to September 3* %  February the board of
governors had selected the theme for the fair, *,TO© Feast 
of §1 ystpia.*^ TO# floats were to be completely rebuilt and 
the carnival parade would again be financed by the board of 
governors and# as formerly# the ball expenses would to# met 
by the membership dues* Hence# the frequent question# **Why 
should a knight toe required to pay ten dollars ever year# * 
was answered • Hot only did the membership dues pay expenses
*World-Hergld# January 1# 189S*
^Itold*, February 10# 1890*
of the bsll, but also entitled a knight to all benefit© 
of the organisation Inalud~ng a ball ticket for himself and 
h is  lady#^
In April of 1896* Omaha, followlug the example of Clave* 
land and Chicago# adopted a city flag* It was a combination 
of red, green# and yellow the ASc«Sar*Ben colors# The Editor 
of the World** Herald took this to mean that the organisation 
was in groat favor with the people of Omaha#**
On April 30# 1 8 9 6# the board of governors announced the 
incorporation of their organisation# Judge B: rtlett had 
drawn up the articles of Incorporation and they were approved 
by the board at their April 2$ meting# At the ease time 
the resignations of William Lyle Dickey and Lewis H# Itheen 
were accepted and Clement Chase m m  selected to fill William 
lyl© Dickey #s post m  secretary*^ w* M, ifcford and 0* 0. 
ICiplinger were elected to the board of governors to fill the 
two vacancies#
When the state fair of M 96 eosmenced the membership 
©f the Knights of Ak~Ser~B*n had reached nearly one thousand, 
almost double that of 1 8 9 5# This figure included a number 
of prominent cltisene from various cities in Nebraska as well 
as from other sections of the United States.^
3ths QmJtm flftllff- Bee, February lb, 1396. 
ifWorld*Beraid, April 10, 1896.
^Ibld.# April 30, 1896#
°Tbe Ctoaha Ba^ly Bee, August 9# 1898#
Thm transportation facilities of to© 18$3 fair w m m  
thought to b© adequate wr in to© fair opened/1^ but a© the 
week progressed the Omaha Street Hailway Ccmpany realized 
that power was insufficient to run the number of street 
ears needed at one time to satisfactorily transport the 
huge crowd© home after to# Ak-Sar-Ben parades#** Onager 
Smith of the Cl aha Street Hallway Company premised O m t m m  
it would ;.not b# necessary to combst a similar problem in 
1896# since the ectipany had added a six hundred and forty 
horse~po«fer dynamo to It© equipment* and the company con­
nected new lines of feed wire directly with toe fair grounds#^ 
$hese lines w e m  of liaavy copper and nearly 0 half inch in 
diameter# so they would supply an abundance of power according 
to manager S m i t h , On to© nights of toe big parades the 
Omaha Street Hellway Company' planned to operate ear© on all 
lines all night if necessary to transport people to their 
hoses.
To ease transport©t1cm the Union Pacific built a new
cut-off to the state fair grounds* Tbm train consisted of
tan coaches and the Uhion Pacific guaranteed state fair
visitor©' a twenty-minute non-stop service from Omaha to the
11state fair grounds.
In the realm of illumination a novelty was incorporated
al6±d.
% ! £  9b» M  DftUa B®*# August 2/, 1896.
10Xt>ld.
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In the 1q .Jj fair. it was a blaoiser girl an a bicycle riding 
back and forth across Pou&ias Street near the corner of 
Fourteenth at an elevation of sixty feat above the street.
The flgur# was life &Ixe# outlined with lights and was 
driven by electric power back and forth across the street 
Other than the addition of this novelty the Illumination of 
Omaha remained practically the same for the 18^6 fair*
The citizens displayed theix enthuslass again as an 
estimated crowd of one hundred thousand hailed King Ak~Sgr~B«sn 
IX. The floats which mads up the '"Feast of Olympia” were 
Just as elaborate aa tnoae of the previous year and she visitor® 
again enjoyed the pomp and festivities of the state fair week. 
The second coronation ball of the kingdom o" ftalviratwas 
more successful than the flrsw*- m«ro was leas reluctance 
on the part of women to serve on the cotw&lifcee in eharge of 
the coronation. The ball itself was presented on a much 
higher social plane than the first.*1*
fhe coronation of I8<y6 was not held on the aaae night 
as ohc parade# permitting it to start at $iQQ p. m. oharp so
1C
the delays prevalent In the foriaer ball did not occur." It 
^Worxd-Herald. August 2y# I8y6*
-The Qguaha Bxc#Islor#, September 12# Id96.
11 xi.id.
xhbid.
was not until after the grand starch that the king and qumn 
were revealed as Caspar 1* Yost mnd Miss Mate Dundy» Caspar 
E# Yost, a long time resident of the city and a former post-* 
master* was at this time president of the Habraska Yelephone 
Company» His consort wag the daughter of the Honorable 
Elmer Dundy* Judge of the United States District Court
Yhe state f . ir and Ak**Bar*»Ben festivities were climaxed 
by m grand concert Scandinavians held at the Ak*8ar<»Ben 
den on the Saturday evening following the Friday night boro* 
nation bell#** Sis third biennial meetJLjg of the Scandinavian 
Singers Association was a three day session opening on the 
morning of September & of fair week# Ttm activities of the 
Association included a large street parade* an Immense 
reception* a grand concert* sad s huge picnic*
the Scandinavians wore unique caps which immediately 
attracted attention any place on the streets* Six hundred 
singers from all parts of the Middle test with members of 
their families and with friends added at least five thousand 
people to the crowd already assembled in Omaha for the fair#*® 
Fourteen special trains brought them from their hemes to Qs&ha*
16m a .
1Y-f,-orIA~HersiaJ August S3, 1896.
l3The 0mm. m&f. M a# August 3i, 1396.
1 •‘W l d -ltereld. Sept«sisto«r «* 1 8 9 6.
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$he Soulx City contingent, alone, filled a train of five
2Dhundred people.
Owing to the lack of housing facilities in Qmim during
fair week the Association found it necessary to erect tents
21
on the western edge of liana com £sr*c« ' Over one hundred tents
in the park gave it the appearance of a camping ground, the 
headquarters of the Association, Washington Boll at 403 South 
Eighteenth. Street, use elaborately decorated for the occasion.
All of the meetings and receptions of the Association were held, 
there, while the concert was placed in the Ak«*Sar~Ben den in 
order te accomodste tho immense audience which turned out to
op
enjoy the grand feast -,.f must©,
to the opening morning of the Association, the singers
rehearsed In Washington Hall, l^teir rehearsal was followed
by a parade down Fa m o m  Street to Eleventh, then over te Douglas,
m a t  on Douglas te Sixteenth Street, and thence to the Webster
Street Station#^ Bare the Association took cars te the State
fair ground® share they gave a free concert In tee Court of
Honor, the six hundred voice chorus was accompanied by on©
24
hundred musclfuis of the Musical Union•
20$52. 5BSM. Bee, September 4, 1 8 9 6,
g*korld»IfB,rsl&» September 3, I0S6*
^ tkm. tteaha Dail¥ Bee, September 4, 139b#
83IW£.
fc4Ibid.
ttmt evening at eight o*clock a magnificent reception
was given in Washington Hell by tho visiting delegates of 
tho Association,'- .Mayer Sroateh welcomed the M b s n  of 
the Association to the city and a ra spend lug speech n m  made 
by Charles Johnson* president of tho Aeaoulatt on,g^ th& 
affair concluded uttti a banquet tonoring Mayor Broateh*
to the following Saturday the Association convened at 
nine o •clock in Vaa.^jgtoa Hall for u business Meting,
Following another rehearsal that afternoon the Association 
presented their grand concert that evening before an immtm® 
crowd of 'Omhmm at the Ak*%r*Ben dan,2*1 to Sunday afternoon 
the Association staged a picnic at Ilosers lark on Fifty-elgbte 
and Center Street to which all the Scandinavians of toaha were 
invited, During tlie course of tee afternoon an informal sausl* 
cal program was rendered by the A s s o c i a t i o n flh® Scandinavians 
of Omaha n m m  oaeeended on the generous hospitality shown the 
mashers of the Association, the executive censlttee of the 
Association %mm convinced that Qteaha was tho right location 
for their festival of 1393 since it would be tee year of tee 
Praxis-Mississippi Exposition,2^
g^lkn*ld«M*ral4* September 3* l8f6,
2%he Omaha tolly See, Beptem. or e# IS96,. »i,nrf»,]|)»wm«i -mi nniijaw i i ’in^ sMg, g»*W' >ii<lr;' <■ ■ ®* «r ▼
IhM *
2%or*d~I§©r3ild., September 6, I896,
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On Sunday, September 6, Nebraska's thirteenth annual 
state fair came te a close# It did not leave a® large a 
balance on tee right aide of tee ledger as expected by state 
fair official® due, no doubt, te tee rainy weather experienced 
during fair weeic#2^ Since tee grand concert given by tee 
Scandinavians of the Northwest was presented on Saturday 
evening it was decided by state fair officials te exp©ffi*» 
aient and extend tee state fair through Saturday# Secretary 
Furnas, remarked that this was the first and last tins tee 
committee would do so, since the grounds were practically 
deserted on that last day ©f tee fair.^G
By 1397 Omaha, like Hew Orleans before her, was fast be* 
coming known as a city of gal© celebrations#^ in this year 
a unique feature, a mechanical parade, was added te tee state 
fair tte Ak*S@r*Ben week# Until teat time no mechanical 
parade, especially one electrically equipped ted passed through 
the streets of any American city# For many months mechanics
ate electricians ted worked on tee few electrical floats which
32weB^teing used for an experiment*
the fact that one important feature of tee mechanical
29Xbid.
30S>* Qws M  fisUy fit** S*pt«Bbor 6, 1396.
31Ibid,» Auguat 30, 1897.
^ Th* tfraha Excelsior. September 1397,
parade titan been imported directly from Franc# evidenced 
a desire on the part of Hk~3er<*B&n to please, interest, and 
elute visitors of the 1897 state fair* the prominent feature 
of the parade m s  an lessens# tricycle built in France. It 
m s  mimed in the pared# by fifteen Knights of Ak~Sar~B#fn 
Following the hug# tricycle sere a number of mechanical floats 
and near the end of the pared# c a m  the three experimental 
floats which were illuminated, 'isni electrical floats were 
built by due lens#* Zhey were mounted on wheels which m m m  
m aged no they could be driven on the street car, tracks and 
secure electric power tram the trolley wires #33 $!*£& had been 
suggested by baiter Sardine, a amber of the board of governors,, 
and it was executed by Bus lens# with admirable results 
fhe greatest number of Imps ever used on a float 
m m  eight hundred, but this number was too large and did 
not bring success* Even though it was a cool evening when, 
the mechanical parade was presented the large number of 
lamps caused 9 m  Hsnse*# brother-in-law, who was costumed 
w*i *«n experimental float, to nearly succumb to the Intense 
hast #35 *ghis situation was corrected in lSgQ when fewer lamps 
were used, on each float#
September 23, l8fT#
34 Ibid.
M M  a n t e  a n *  October ?, iSgd.
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Tkm uNt of electricity exemplified the experimental
flouts In to© mechanical paramo and the success of the 
experiment was far greater then that anticipated hr the 
promoter© of the p a g e a n t  *36 3© great was the enthusiasm
of the people who witnessed the mechanical parade that 
the hoard of governors decided to reproduce t h e  display in 
the Ak~Ser*»Ben pageant *%he Feast of Qulvlra, * which followed 
the next evenings
to© pageant of the **Peaist of Qulvlraw consisted of twenty 
float® which m m  witnessed %  an estimated crowd of one 
hundred thousand and related to the viewers the storv of the 
Kingdom of Quivira*®^
An official stand which could seat three hundred people 
was erected in front of the city ball* the expense of this 
collet sable stand was home 'hr toe Knights of Alc«3sr»B®n and 
it was from this location tost Governor Holcomb, Meyor Hoores# 
state and 0 1 %  officials, and guests from Hew Orleans viewed 
the pageant*3^ to© following evening the coronation ball 
i the fair of 1 8 9? when Edward F# Beck and Gertrud©
Keunts© were crowed, king and queen of toe Kingdom of Quivira#
3% b l d »» September 23$ 139$ •
September 23$ 139?* 
38Ibld.. Septaaiaber 1?, 1397. 
w ®ie Qmtm Excelsior* September 2t>* 1397*
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By 1397 the city had solved or at least was able to 
cope with the problems which a state fair presented# State 
fair visitors in 1897 generally agreed that this fsxr was
40norc successful in aeccganodating them than any previous fair#
She city had muoh in handling spreei crowds and city
officials felt the knowledge gained would benefit tea ha in 
1098 when It would be expected to handle the crowds in at ton* 
dance at the $rcms~tllasisslppl Exposition* teaha had learned 
what It was capable of doing in the way of providing attractions 
for its visitors and realised pore thar **ver what could be 
accomplished by earnest and united effort#4^
Civic leaders felt the important lesson learned by 
0 it Isons was that united effort was necessary to Mice m success 
of a civic project#4*® Ehey were certain the success of the 
1897 state fair and $k*Sar*8en festivities would spur eitisene 
to c even greater effort te Mice the Tnme*Hfset#atppi 
Exposition a success#
**°rbia.
^ World-iferrM, September 29, 1337.
^gh# OwalMa B»ily Bee, September 2p, 1897.
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the year 1 8  36  was an eventful, on# fo r Omaha and its  
c itize n s  fo r I t  m t & m d  a turning poin t in  tte growth of 
tiie  city* Tkw * $ m ip p t and International Ex* 
position held fro® dune to .ioveite? was a memorable m m t  
in  the c ity  •a h i s t o r y Hm Knights o f Ak*>£ar»a*ti gave much 
support to tli#  'Bxpomi lio n  elnoe meet o f 'tom  were d ire c tly  
connected w ith  the planning o f the Exposition which the 
Oeahe Business Men9e / escalation had proposed in  the f a l l
of
oc .
$he fmite-liiesiseippl Exposition was conceived* as was 
the nnlghte of m^SuT”*Bm%9 to a raw# to# people of teaha and 
of toe Middle v/eat fro® the stupor* depression, and gloom 
which prevailed in buslneee circle*.^ thin condition, had 
ac®tt about hi suoceeslve crop failures and the financial 
panic of I0 9 3. $tie format ion of the Khight© of ik*3ar*Ben
ini;.:ugura.t#d a period of recovery and the- 9rana»IKlea2ssippl
4.position helped ©peed up the process.
^ James B. Beyriea* 
International ExpositIon
Lemon' ffinfing
^Alfred Sorenson* 3
of laot and
5 a m  and
*# P* 30*
of Omaha, (tenha1 national
Printing Company, 19S3)topr55X7 
3ltoi4«%MiMWwwfn*ir
*£*■** C. Oleon, 8|Sl$I3!: of Nebraska, (Lincoln: Oliver-
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Gurdon W. Wattles, a former Iowa banker, who came to 
Omaha on the eve of the financial panic of 1893# was selected 
president of the Exposition. When Hatties came to Omaha in 
1893# he became vice president of the Union National Bank and 
two years later was elected a member of the first board of 
directors of the Trans-Mississippi Exposition and later be­
came its president. He was very active in the Knights of 
Ak-Sar-Ben and served as president of the board of governors 
from 1905 to 1908 when he was crowned king.^
In exploring the city for a suitable site the Doax*d of 
the Trans-Mississippi Exposition decided upon an area in the 
northeastern part of the city known as Kountze tract. It 
contained one hundred and eighty-four acres, and was bounded 
on the East by Sherman Avenue, on the North by Pratt Street, 
on the West by Twenty-fourth Street, and on the South by 
Pinkney Street.0 Kountze tract was an excellent location for 
the Exposition for it was only twelve minutes from the business 
center of the city by either of three street car lines. These 
car lines entered the Exposition grounds on Sherman Avenue,
Twenty-fourth Street, and by a street car line which came
7
by way of Locust Street from East Omaha.
^Sorenson, loc. cit.
uHaynes, op. cit., p. 29.
f ’ j r
1 Xb:ia.
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Thus, it was on Kountze tract that the group of 
glittering white buildings of the Trans-Mississippi Ex­
position were built. Surprisingly, the buildings were of
Classic and Renaissance architecture which had absolutely no
8relation to the life on the western plains. President 
McKinley, who visited the Exposition in October, opened it on 
June 1, 1898, by pressing a button in Washington D. C., which 
in turn sent electric current flowing across the nation to 
set the machinery of the Exposition in operation
The Ak-Sar-Ben autumnal festivities of 1898 were much 
more unusual than any since the formation of the organization 
for it was in this year on October 6 that Qmahans witnessed 
the first complete ele trical parade called, "Constellations. 
The Knights also presented a non-electrical parade "Feast of 
Alhairbra.
The pageant "Feast of Alhambra,M consisted of twenty 
floats manned by four hundred noble Knights. Each float was 
typical of scr?.e story related in Washington Irving *s celebrated 
. ' f The Alhambra, which was an enchanted castle in Granada. 
The scenes depicted by the floats were elegant in effect and
8Olson, o£. cit., p. 2 6 5.
9 I b i d .
^The Omaha Dally Bee, October 5, 1 8 9 8.
11Ibid.
lgVforld-Herald. October 4, 1 8 9 8 .
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varied in style# it m m  n little strange that this thaw
a w  selected In vlma of the Spant sh-&»erlm n  War, which had
been concluded earlier that year* tot, the? glories of ^©in
were carefully excluded from the floota and the xepneente*
tiona were largely given over to the story of the Moore#*3
Interspersed between tto floats, which m h ®  up the
^#aat of AUsmbm** were various bande from adjoining cities#
She South Geaha Siding Club umbering ©bout seventy h&mmmm,
each wearing a unique costume of colors* ©lee parti*
14clpated# ftie high light of the pageant was resutoo ahen 
King fk*ter~Bert IV* halted In front of tto City tell where to 
received the traditional oeiem© to the city by Mayor If©me 
E# Moores# fhis year a not# feature wes added in the prepare* 
tlon eade for King .ric*Sar*Ben *■© appearance. In front of the 
dlty tell# Shortly before him mppmmucm © bugler* stationed 
high in the teaser of the Municipal tell# sounded him approach* 
whlah warn confirmed by the appearance of too rnmomm& messengers 
of the eeurt*^
Bomlmum of presenting a pared# unlike any heretofore 
witnessed in any i-«aerica» city the Eblghts of Ak~Sar~B©*i early 
In 1897 decided to build mn electrical pareto#^ Electrical
x-*'a«» £ a a M  ftUJa. Steft, octo#»p *, i3yo.
■iirfwrid-tf^ gaiu» October jt Xt&i,
1% h a  ,Q#ah» Suily a##. October >, 1U9U. 
10$ m  -tlluBtratod aeo. Septambox* 21, 1 5 0 2 .
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parade© ted been attempted previously in otter sect ion© of 
the United States* but %m m  never successful * fte year be* 
fora a few illuminated floats ted been tried m  an experi* 
merit and they attracted so much attention that an entire 
pageant of electrical floats was ordered to celebrate the 
*^east of Alhambra • **7
there were twenty floats depicting subjects of modem 
history including tte most popular heroes of the Spanish* 
Jmarican War# I oh float m m  illuminated by two hundred ate 
fifty te five Immdred lamps# each of sixteen csndlepcwsr* and 
seventy five percent of these m m  colored**^ the coloring 
was dote at tte den under tte supervision of Qua tense, the 
colored globes were fastened te a board one hundred at a time 
before they rare mounted on tte paper msete float®. A can of 
'Wales tiv© ''preparation m m  placed upon each globe and teen a 
coat of coloring fluid was applied*^
Special wagons m m  constructed at a coot of terse thou* 
sand dollars te carry tte electrical floats* they were equip* 
pod with flanged wheels* on which rested iron shoes which 
m m  connected with tte trolley wires* *fas peculiar construe* 
tion of tte wheels allowed them te ride sitter on tte pave**
17Ibid.
*8gl» Ctoaha Pally Boa. October o, 1898.
19® »  Illustrated Bgo, September 21, 1902.
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raont or on the street car tracks. Heavy springs provided
the proper connection above, waking the wagon as well
SOgrounded as a street ear.
Tte Afe*8 retort ten for two week before tte pirates
tensed forl^r papes* meshs floats which mate up both parades*
tteas flouts were carefully guarded day ate night by a special
tetacteent of tte cite fire department, who took up residence
at tte ten while guarding tte floats*^ Approximately fifty
artists ate artisans under tte watchful eye of tte chief
artist, tee Bens#, ted wonted for sight non the m% tte floats.
Tte floats were built at m cost of twenty thousand dollars
ate were considered by tte board of governors tte best they
ted brought before tte citlsens of Qnaha*2S
Hie electrical parade *%omtellstions, 11 which was given
on Thursday October 6, far eclipsed any-'of previous years*
Tte parade rout# ted to be changed in order te use tte trolley
wires for power, fte parade left tte Ak«£k»raBatt ten at
?slp p* ss* and started promptly at eight o 9clock from Six**
teenth and Cming Streets* Tte rout# was as follows *
South on Sixteenth Street to toward, east to 
Fourteenth:; north to Bougies; east to tenth> south to 
Farnaiii west to nineteenth, south to Barney-a#ast to 
Sixteenth, ate north te tte Ato-SsroBsn den**^
g0IbK*.
21?8S 9 K M .  M U a  I K *  8*pt*ab©r 11, 1 8 9 8.
Ibid.. September 25, 1 8 9 8.
g^Ibld.. October k, 1 8 9 8.
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Each float m it reached tte oorear of Sixteenth and 
Cuming Street wm attached hr its trolley to the street car 
wires. Wtett the trollies m m placed in position the floats 
Mere Illuminated with varied colored incandescent lights 
which were artistically arranged to produce tte wet brilliant 
e f f e c t t h e  oonstellstien of colore corresponded with tte 
Idea to te conveyed by tte various floats*
Eduard P* Sohrlg, tte city electrician, was given credit 
for tte display* te personally looted after tte floats ate 
kept tte light* werttlng during tte parade*^ totter Sterrlsigsr, 
a student of Edison, ate consulting engineer for both toe 
frans«*itlsslasippl Exposition ate tte World1* Columbian Expo®!** 
tlon in Chicago, mm in teste at tte' time of tte electrical 
parade* He described It as % marvelous ate magnificent 
electrical display which ted never before been surpassed even 
at tte world9* fair*^
Tkm Knights of JUo*3ar-*Ben promised teste tost they would 
continue to have m  electrical parade, but In. tte future 
because of tte expense Involved there would te just tte 
electrical parade instead of tte usual three* Shay also
gJj
October 7, 1303.
as>Ibid.
26— ,.
9 2
intimated that a patent had been secured on the method of
illuminating the floats.2^
The ball of 1393 was held on the evening following the
first electrical parade* R. S. Wilcox and Grace Allen were
crowned king and queen, respectively, in what was probably
the most decorative and otherwise successful ball that had
28
up until that time been held.*" One very definite improve­
ment was a new ball room floor; gone were the days of trying 
to dance on a canvas covered floor.2^
The war with Spain did not last long and a Peace Jubilee 
was held in Ctaaha to celebrate the victory. This Jubilee 
occupied the week of October 10 through 15.3^ The President 
of the United States with his cabinet, the Diplomatic Corps,
and prominent generals of the Army and Navy were invited to
open the festivities.31
The opening day of the Jubilee Week was denominated 
Mayor *s Day and the Mayors of the principal cities of the 
West were invited to attend and participate in the exercises. 
Tuesday was Governor's Day and governors of all the Trans- 
Mississippi states were invited to participate in the exer­
cises.*^2 That evening the Knights of Ak-Sar-Ben completed
2^The Omaha Excelsior, October 8, 1 8 9 8.
2®The Omaha Daily Bee, October 8, 1 8 9 8.
^I bid., September 22, 1 8 9 8.
30|iaynea, cg|* cit., p. 36.
31World-Heralc?, October 6, 1 8 9 8.
32Ibid.
last minute details for bbe grand parade which was to Pa glvan 
In honor of the ooalng of President McKinley to the 'fseat of 
government of the Kingdom of Qaivira*f?33
It was arranged that the Sooth Omaha Equestrian Club 
would Join the Knights of AK*£ar-Ben in welcoming the fresi­
dent and In escorting him from the depot to tha City hall#3^
All of the floats In the two previous parades that year were 
combined making a grand total of forty-two.
A few days previous to the President's arrival local 
newspapers printed articles informing the people that it was 
tneir duty to s.she gala preparations for his visit in order
<agr.
to show their appreciation#-3*' fhe Editor of the world-Mere id 
urged everyone to lay aside ail political prejudices and make a
united effort in paying tribute to the chief magistrate of 
the greatest country on earth# On this occasion, De&ocrat'# 
Populist, Republican, Prohibitionist, Bimetallist and Gold 
Standard Champions hnould join together as o n e . 36
On tne evenin^ of October 11, two special trains, bearing 
the President of the United States and him distinguished party, 
arrived in Qualm at nirm o'clock# for hoars previous to the 
President's arrival people were gathered on the station plat* 
form to greet Mn*3T Ri& train had scarcely whittled on the
33xbld., October 12, 1898*
34Xbld.
3-’ibid., October 1 9, 18&8- 
36Ibid.
3^Haynes, cit., pp. 87-88.
Omaha mIda of the Union Pacific bridge when a great shoot 
went up from the thousands on the platform of the station 
and as the train pulled in police and extra guards were taxed
to the utmost to restrain the crowds fro® the traex.38
The President came off the train with his hat in his 
hand and he acfcncwledged the greeting offered him by the 
crowd. Me was greeted by city officials and the Knighte of 
Ak~Sar*Ben. the ocene was an inspiring one as the presidential 
party moved from the depot to the reviewing stand at Eighteenth 
and F^rr.am.39 party received a tre&endous ovation as It
passed through the streets of Omaha. When It reached Fifteenth 
and Famam the crowds were no immense the police were able to 
keep only a narrow path of sufficient width to permit the 
passage of the carriages
The buildings along both sides of the street were alive 
with people, who occupied every foot of available apace from 
the street level to the *roof line.* The windows of the build* 
mgs were crowded and fro© some windows platforms were improvis­
ed te seat people.*** The Ak>5ar-Ben parade was an hour and 
a half passing the grand stand and its features were regarded 
with much interest by the members of the presidential party and
38 borld«»iieraldL, Ootobar 12, 1898 • 
3*IblO.
40
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other distinguished guests* The electrical floats were 
very much of a novelty owl the subject of as much cement 
as was the grand affect of the general Illumination of the
h<g
city which received many words of approval from the President* 
She vista m m  spectacular as on# viewed it from the hil~ on 
Fa r a m  St-met as the electrical parade was approaching the 
grandstand and Otesb&*s visitors expressed their appreciation.
there were mare people in the city that night than over 
before and the police had a very difficult task controlling 
the crowds* Almost the entire fore# was stationed slang the 
route which the fresident too±c from the depot to the review­
ing stand in front of the City Hall* the President was well 
guarded, and at the City hall ho was set by Detectives Dunn 
and Donahue# who quietly and without attracting any attention 
draw constantly near him until he was escorted by the Knights 
of Ak-Sar-Ben to the Omaha Club where arrangements had been 
mad# to make him comfortable during his stay in the c i t y *4^
Ciseha officials estimated that the city had a crowd of 
two hundred and fifty thousand on the night of the President *s 
parade. The hotels of the city war# taxed to their full capa­
city* >H*a Hillard and the Fextom each had five hundred guests 
and at both pieces many cots occupied the lobbies*** ' 3?he Hurray#
j?o
2Ibid*
3 world-Hsra Id * October 12#
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Mercer* Ballon** Barker and H e r  Qmnd were overflowing 
to the point that they wore unable to care for the city * a 
visitors# Thus* for the first tine in the clty*3 history 
many people walked the streets or spent the night in Its 
parks for there were no other accommodations* ^
The daaba Club hecana the executive mansion and the 
off la is", flag of the Chief Executive floated from the peak
kfy
of th# flagstaff from sunrise to sunset during his sojourn*
In tee antI-roan of the Omaha Club* the Nebraska Telephone 
Company installed a handsome telephone cabinet ar .I a special 
set of Instruments# An attendant was placed in charge and 
the President was afforded every facility for talking over 
the lines of the Htbrasica Telephone Company***^ By this 
.means the President Mas enabled to hold conferences with his 
office in the White Bouse or many other points In the country* 
President’s Bay# October 12* was a typical Nebraska 
October day# %  ?;30 a* a* people began to gather about the
Osehs Club to catch a glimpse of the President before he
«8f escorted to the Exposition grounds by the Knights of 
.Ak-Sar-Ben.11'^ .Before the gate® of the Exposition were opened* 
thousand* of people had made their way to the entrances* Street 
cars* railway trains* carriages* and every means of conveyance 
were taxed to the utmost to carry the crowds* As expected the
*bXbld., October J, 1398.
Tib Id.
M S M  M M X  Sat. October IS, 1399.
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admissions for the day broke all previous records; with
98*854 paid admissions.1^
The Second Mebreska Regiment which had just returned 
from the Cuban campaign assisted in preserving order on the 
grounds. The regiment was drawn up in two solid lines reaching 
from the entrance of the Exposition grounds to the grandstand 
where the President was t© make hi® address *$m&® two 
lines foisted a passageway through the immense crowds for the 
President and his escorts. The presidential party arrived at 
the gates of the Exposition grounds at eleven o 1clock and as 
the red-coated board of governors of the Knights of Ate-&ar-Ben, 
who were riding in front ©f the President1® carriage appeared
cilthe cheers of the crowd began.
The greeting was acknowledged by the President with ©miles 
and bows* and as he alighted and mounted the platform escorted 
by President Wattles of the Exposition* the vast crowd shouted 
and waved hats.^ The exercises began with prayers by Reverend 
John McQuold Paster of the first Methodist Church, followed by 
a abort introductory address by President wattles. Ms described 
the gratitude felt by all classes of eitl.sens because of the 
return of peace and was certain that he voiced the greetings
**9Hftynes# ©£., clt., p. 89* 
s°Ibid.
>1xbia.
Sfe»ld*lerald, October 12, 18 9 8.
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of the whole Trans-Mississippi country in welcoming the 
distinguished and honored guests of the day.53
The President then addressed the gathering* He compli­
mented Omaha on its Exposition and talked along the general 
lines of the lessons the United States had been taught by 
the Spanish-American War and the territorial problems which
c)l
confronted the nation.^ At the close of these exercises an 
informal reception was held and congratulations were extended 
to the President by the Exposition officials and other prominent 
guests on the platform.^
On the following day,the President left the city for 
St. Louis* Before leaving, he said:
I want to congratulate Omaha on the splendid 
management of every detail of my reception, which 
was carried out most satisfactorily and in the best 
way possible.
The following days of the Peace Jubilee Week were taken up 
with an Army and Navy Bay, a Civil Government Bay, and was 
concluded with a Children *a Day*^
The organization of the Knights of Ak-Sar-Ben was pro­
bably more appreciated after 1898 than before, since it then
53Ibid.
5^ibld.
55Ibid.
56
Haynes, o£. cit., p. 97* 
5 7Ibid., pp. 97-1 0 0.
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provided the "only11 source of entertainment# The state 
fair, because of an awmtesnt which had bean passad through 
the state ie&Xslature, was re-located in Idneoln pemanently# 
and the frans^lCl&sisstppl Imposition had b m n  called to a 
successful closed® Thus, toabans had only the .Knights of 
Ak*Bar-Bem to roly mi to bring people from outs tat* to cele~ 
brate the sutummel festivities# %  189$ the #k*Sar*Ben 
festlvltes, because of the absence of the state fair, oere 
called ”&c~Ssr*Ben C rnlval Meek#11
that the Knights of Ak«Ser*Ben w m  a popular organisation 
by its fifth year wee shorn by many comments made by Caste 
newspsp*?** toe newpaper summarised the wortt of the organi* 
sstion a© followst
The advent of the Khlghts of iUc*Sar-Ben five
years ago marked an era of prosperity. The movement 
began at a critical period in the history of Omaha, 
when eons active measures m m  needed# fee urgent* 
sation created a tetter feeling between the business* 
men# It got them acquainted with one another, ate. 
stewed them that their Interests ate that of the 
building up the city were identical# %  this means 
thousands of dollars mars pit in circulation among 
the laboring classes ate tetter feeling was engendered 
among them also# The parades wore also the means of 
drawing crowds to the city during the annual wmmk of 
festivities ate of advertising Omaha as a live city 
throughout the west#5^
^%tae Ornate. Excelsior* September 9# IS98
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While a policy of having only one parade Instead of 
three had been decided upon in I89 8* it was not carried out 
ulnae the next year three parades rara presented for the 
pageant of 1899* On $udsdsy evening September 26# the 
Khlghts presented an electrical parade# which was followed 
the next evening by a civic# military and fraternal parade* 
fhuraday evening# September 28# marked the triumphal entry 
of King Ak-*Sar~B@n V Into the city*^ the teights of m-Ssr-Ben 
on this evening presented their annual p geant and this year 
it bora the name# Si® m m  of the Orand ana Comic Opera*M
the fifth coronation ball of the Khighte of Ak^Ssr'Bexi 
took place on Friday evening* September at this ball*
f*p
W* P* MoEugh and .Ethel Merae rare cremed icing and queen* 
this coronation was sonewftat different frcm its jwetecessers# 
in that# the ladies of the court took a m om  active part*
It previous coronations the ladies of the court* tod remained 
seated during the major part of the coronation# tot this year 
for the first time they participated in the ceremony parading 
down the ball poem preceding the crowning of the queen*^3 other 
then this change the coronation ball and the electrical parades 
presented in 1899 rare not m m h  different from those of other
°°Ibid.. Septwatoei' 30, 1399.
61£i® <£*£& lgl&. fiBU S®Ptwb..r £9, 1399,
deato feoelslor* September 30* 1399*
b-‘lbld.
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yeers*
She Ak-Sar-B n Cemival Week of 1899 was successful, 
although it lid not present anything unusual or unique, 
end It certainly did not eelipss the pageant of 13$3, She 
city's visitors dll enjoy the parades and hail of that year 
but It was the general opinion that the Carnival Week of 
1899 was an antl*clJUa&x to that unusual year, 1398, which 
has stood out in the city's history.
c m m m i m
fh® Knight© of .\k*Sar**Ben# founded in 1895 f o r  
the purpose of entertaining and attracting people to the 
city during the Nebraska State F^ir# has become well known 
tliroughout the ttalted State© end ranks with other festival 
socle ties such as the Hard! Oras of Hew Orleans and the 
Veiled Prophets of St* Souls,2, She Knights of Iic**S r*Ben# 
a non-profit coroporation chartered %  the state* has always 
had as its stockholders and governing body the board of 
governors*
flChe significance of the annual festivals of Hc-Sar-Btn 
is apparent* ftoy brought the people of the city and the 
surrounding states in closer touch and these sc^^sintances 
increased trade for the city# which in turn promoted its 
well being***
¥he Knights of Ak-Bar-Ben fro® its femeticn to 1899 
furnished satusesieat for thousands and broadcasted the 
glories of JSehrssk* and its products throughout the tihlted 
States * It gave m general interest to thousands of tesahans-- 
a moans whereby all of them could work together in fun and
* Hlatorical Sketch of >»&»&* * Cmeha *s Ctei
jtejsestno.B Movenber# 1928*. P* 12*
Examiner# September 30* 1903,
i m
Fellowship kneeing ttet by 00 doing te&y were contributing
tc the general good of the city*^
%  18 3f the organisation ted established * repute**4 cn 
among Qmatems* who had observed its formation end early 
history and ted this tlme an opportunity to fora opinions 
concerning the organisation1 s aeeompllafmimtei* Arthur Ct 
Smite president of tee firm of H* E, Smith a dry goods 
company said:
fh#r# is no doubt that the annual festival of 
te© Xhlghta of i&~tor*Bsn is the boat thing over 
organlMd in the elty* It 4mm mere good than all
other business crganirationa combined for the genemi 
naifare of the city* In my opinion It was this society 
which was jrespons&ble for the first Ornate expositions 
and if it ted never don# anything else tins promoters 
Should be entitled to the last gratitude of the 
cltisens* here tea always h m n  m spirit of antagonism 
in tee country against eteiate and the Knights of Ak- 
Srr*B#n have done more to cut off tee mtmvp corners 
of critic last than any other thing. When you take a 
man to the den ate show him what you think of him—  
that you iiave a ware welcome and cheery $od~#p©ed for 
him— he cannot but have better feelings for Omaha 
than he ted before*^
M. Um Metlaon manager of W. 0. Butts a sholes&l# fruit 
company felt the Khlgfrts of Ak-B n-Bsn championed the cause 
of Hebreska #e society. Me a eld*
1 hop# that Urn mtmml carnival in Qmim will 
become permanent, ate that it will become as much 
a part wf the city*# life te the carnival at Haw
*3^  *?>** *  *
Illustrated Bk|* September 3, 1901*
10%
Orleans Is of the Ufa ©f the Crmment City* It 
nay do our firm little good in a direct financial
sense, but it does me good and does every other man 
in the town good# if it were only the sociability 
at the den* ft not only binds the business men of 
the city closer together# but It eemnta the business 
Interest of the state, allaying Jealousy and spreading 
a feeling of good fellowship which endures
The Knights of Ak-Ser-Ben has b**en an important force 
In promoting the city#s growth and in its sixty eight years 
of existence has become an integral part of the cityfs soslai 
affairs * The organisation has chon- ed over the years, In 
that, it no longer Is a secret society but Is open t c anyone 
who wishes to Join by presenting' a membership fee of 
ten d..-liars an amount which Has remained unchanged since the 
beginning* The street carnivals and electrical parades no 
longer exist, but the coronetton ball still remain? as an 
import sr. t fecial event. There has bean a constant increase 
In the so ope of activities of the Knights of A'k>Sar~Ben 
since Its origin, and these occur throughout the year.
Today, the Kni ghbs of Afc~5 - r-Ben stands as a monument 
tn the city* Hits nationally famein organisation has 
sponsored parade®, flown* shows, harvest festivals, horse 
racing, rodeos, livestock shows, ice -pageants and hockey 
gauas. The Knights of Ak~Sar«*Ben was f ounded he an emergency
id ,
®The ti&aniner* September 6, 1^02*   11 IH.WUMMI 'K.,i»«-ill<a» m
i m
business panacea, but imu hmomm a a table Institution 
which haw change# its pragma to suit shifting e©n#lti©ns 
through the years ♦*"
ftoday* as in Xo95, hx-Ster-Bsi* *s ieudera include m w  
pmminmnt altt&mm an# industrialists of this region mim 
llvo by the slogan, flights to the resaws t”^  Ak~S..r~Bea *s 
purpose from its inauguration has been b# do whatever pos­
sible to make Iebreska store prosperous and a better place 
In which to live, u
?Tkm XUustMtM Be >, Septacsher 8, 1901 •
^Stanley Vestal, The Rissourf, (tew V«nRt* Farrer and 
Rinehart, 19%), PP. iSS-lST.
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m m  m w r n m i m  m  c m m m o
Tim Coronado expedition le believed te have started 
from the City o£ Cii*iacim* In February of Today*
CslJLacttn is a city located in Southwestern Hexice near the
duif of California* about five tuindred sou .h of the
United States* ihiie Coronado was staying in Mexlec there 
was a current story that the great wealth in the Seven Cities 
of Cibola was lying far to the north* The story claimed 
the Seven Cities contained houses built of stone many stories 
high and a great abundance of gold* sliver* and turquoise 
«siate~ in its midst*
Coronado was ©ore in the city of Salamanca and fm case 
from an eminent end wealthy Spanish finally, than* he was 
given a superior education*12 lie was appointed governor of 
Mm* Omlleia* 0:1© of tlm northern provinces of Hexico* about 
the seme time Do dote was appointed governor of Florida and 
Cuba* Coronado has been, described by historians a® cold* 
cruel* ambitious and always looking for &n opportunity to 
distinguish himself and win the favor of the King.
leering of the wealth of the Seven Cities of Cibola* 
Coronado saw his ctmnm to win £ujm and establish himself
Ifodro 0© Castaneda* The Narrative of The Expedition of
( Hew Yorks Cha rie© "Sc’r lbnS^s^'Sons * *' lySWff§ pp# k3?*
gm a „  p .  298.
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more flraly in tee Spanish court* bite hi© ambitions in 
mite# Coronado and hi© ara^ of three nundrod Spaniards and 
more %kmn a thousand Indians started an the long journey 
to m a h  the Seven Cities ox Cicala and seise tte wealth 
U b  Indiana ted accumulated#"’
Alter a long Joumay across tee desert of tee southwestern 
a to tea Coronado reacted tea Pueblo tonus of tea buni. and 
Bopi Indians of Arison?* # Coronado and his men found team# 
Puebi© houses several ©tortea high which vwuid be reacted by 
ladders# but itey found no gold# ©Hirer# or great wealth as 
expected# It aeoi&a that tea riches and splendor of the wonder- 
f'ui So van Cities of Cibola were a mythical dream of the desert# 
Coronado was deeply disappointed ate since it would not te 
expedient for him to return to Mexico with nothing to show 
for his long journey# te tmve*uu eastward across Arlitone and 
Mew Mexico*1*
Soon Coronado ate hie company reacted fcte valley of tee 
Hi© drande not far from tea present town of Bernalillo# where 
they found many Indian villager inhabited by very poor pacpte 
living in an abject condition Tte Indians# according to 
Coronado# had learned tee art of irrigation ate raised suffi­
cient corn# melons# beans# ate otter vegetables for their
3Ibld,
'4 Herbert £. Bolton Coronado { lbuauerque; The TJnlver-
■ Ity q£" Hew Mexico Fra ad# ijpfS/# PP# 1
-‘Ibid.
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s t t b e l s t e n e e .  The Spanish army encamped with these Indians 
t h r o u g h  the w i n t e r  a n d  mad a life very b u r d e n a o m  for t h e
natives. Initially# the Indians made an attempt to Rill 
the Spaniards b u t  were badly defeated and compelled to furnish 
food for their oppressors.®
While the Spanish army was in winter encampment the story 
concerning the Kingdom of Quivlra circulated In the Hlo Orande 
valley. It was told by an Indian prisoner of the Pueblos and 
who was called "Tha Turk** by the Spaniard®. He was probably 
a fawnce Indian# but was so-called by the Spaniards because 
he wore his hair In a peculiar way similar to the Turks In 
Asia. The prisoner agreed to guide the Spanish army to the 
rich province of Qulvlra# which was ruled by the magnificent 
Tartarax and which was located far to the .northwest. Thus# 
Coronado proceeded on his second “wild goose** chase in April 
o f  1 5 * 1 . 7
Coronado left the valley of the Rio Crande on April 2 3, 
and after nine days of marching reached vast plains where there 
were .great herds of buffalo or cows as Coronado called them.
Me traveled 709 miles over the plains a n d  a t  the end c f  thirty- 
five day® marching t h e  a r m y  h a d  consumed moat of t h e  corn 
brought f r o m  the valley of the Rio O r a n d a *  Realising that
®A. K. Sheldon# Nebraska ( C h i c a g o s The lewis Publishing 
Company# 1931}# p. isSTT
7
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rations were inadequate for his army, Coronado sent some 
of his troops back to the Rio Grande, and with only thirty 
horsemen he continued to travel forty-two days. Thus, at 
the end of seventy-seven days travel from the valley of the 
Rio Grande, Coronado reached the Kingdom of Qulvira.® Here, 
he found twenty-five villages of straw and grass houses and 
he described the land as being very flat and black, well 
watered by rivulets, springs, and rivers. He took particular 
notice of the plums, nuts, grapes and mulberries, which 
were growing wild everywhere, because they reminded him of 
his own country, Spain. After Coronado had traveled for 
twenty-five days through the villages of Qulvira he realized 
that cold weather would be upon them, so he decided to say 
farewell to Qulvira and with his troops he returned to the 
valley of the Rio Grande.^
The Coronado expedition and its literature has proven to 
be a wonderful contribution to the history and romance of 
Nebraska and the picture presented of the great plains has 
been found to be one of the most accurate and interesting 
ever written. The portrait of the land of Qulvira with its 
soil, flat and black, its beautiful running streams, its 
hills, Its nuts and fruit, its plants, its animals, its people
^Castaneda, op. clt., pp. 336-338.
9lbid.
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living in houses made of woven grass and straw is also a 
most faithful and enduring one. Certainly, the people who 
wrote these descriptions of the Great Plains and the Kingdom 
of Qulvira lying beyond them had visited these regions. The 
story of Qulvira had furnished, especially in the Middle 
West, an Inexhaustible source for literature and drama which 
has been used throughout all time.xu
It was clear that Coronado and his colleagues came in 
search of gold, but they were certainly doomed to disappoint­
ment. Sadly, Coronado wrote the King of Spain:
.*.what I am sure of is there is not any gold nor any 
other metal in all that country, and the other things 
of which they had told me are nothing but little 
vintages, and in many of these they do not plant 
anytning and do not have any houses except of skins 
and sticks, and they wander around with the cows.
Coronado continued:
The country Itself, is the best I have ever seen for 
producing all the products of Spain, for besides the 
land itself being very flat and black and being very 
well watered by the rivulets and springs and rivers,
I found prunes like those of Spain and nuts and very 
good sweet grapes and mulberries
The Spanish were not farmers, they wanted gold, and 
it has been suggested by some historians that the observa­
tions of Coronado may help explain Spanish neglect of the
*°Sheldon> op. cit. p. 141.
^James C. Olson, History of Nebraska# (Lincoln: Univer­
sity of Nebraska Press, 1955), pp. 30-31.
U 1
Groat Pie ins* At any rote, after Coronado *® expedition 
Spanish interest in the Plains aesms to have teen confined 
to keeping! otter SuropeGn powers out*
Historically, the importance of Coronado1® expedition 
lies in the feet that for the first time it exposed white 
men to the control plains* Also, tee historians views 
have teen changed on the origins of American history# in 
that# those explorers reaching the east coast were not 
the first to explore the North American continent* tee 
traditional view of this Kingdom of Qulvira has teen kept 
olive by tee Ancient Order of the Knights of Ak-Sar-Ben who, 
establishing its ritual upon tela mythical Kingdom, crown 
each fall, in the state*s most elaborate social function, 
tee King and Queen of Qulviro*
^ IblG* (For a map description of Coronado *© trek to 
the interior of tee United States consult page 112.1
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concert program
First Infants? Band 
Heman Schunk©, director
1 # Overture*#**♦#**^drand Festivalw *.*•***«*#•*#*•« Beutner
2* Zntemecse  rcavalleria Ruetlcana *.**..**..# ftascagn
3# Song*#******.*** l&btl© Omen Irene”,.*##*.***•♦* Sod in©
4. Serenade*.#.**. Cornet Solo ***.«••*•••• **••••••• Schubert
b * Malts*••«**••*•*"S^drcpaten", ......  dungl
6* Bridal Chorus*•, Lohengrin ••*•**»*••*•***•••*•*• Sfegner
?» Patrol.••*«*#** American  ...... . Heochan
6* Overture.*******^&fa®m±®n Girl **.*..#•*.**..***. Balf©
3* Gavotte*,******* *Eh© mug",   Boh
10* Banee.***.*.*..*1^ !# Colored Jubilee ************ Buehel
11* Spring Solo**#«#«,***********«••*«*•«****•***•••«» Mendelachn 
12* Haroh* ********* * n&ing Karl ************....... . Sllenbeng
0AKCE FR0QRM1
Second Infantry Band 
A* tfedaeyer* director
1* itelts,•»••«*•«•• *&)&?© tea 01aa”»«*************** Beaaa
2* tanciers*******.Baited States Amy****.********** Tobsni 
3* Folks♦«•••****.*"Snow Flake »»*«»****.****•#•••» Strauss 
4* Two Step****...♦liberty Bell** ..#,**#***.*..*♦.. Sousa 
5* Quadrille,,,*,**"?!!© I#*£*«&©” #****#*#.**.***.** fflaaiid
o* Malts#.**.,*****”L1tan®w ..**###*.*...*♦***# Buccaloaal
? * Schottiaeh©* *«*• ^mmn of the Khights ***.#*.#*.♦ Bennat 
3. l£nclem,«,**,«,*Xo<wla Coll©®©” ****•**•*•••***• Zincemsa 
9* Folka *##•*#**»* Sleigh Bide *****«••#***•*.**«#• Faust 
10* Walts *»••****«* “On fh© Beautiful Blue Banub© *## Strauss
13,* thro Step* «»*•*#» *teng Cotton”* ••#•*..**.»....... Sousa
12* Walts^ “Preaias of Childhood kaMteufal
H H
luster of Ceremonies: 
Hr* Dudley Bmiih
Reception Mommifctee:
William B, Bennett
C * Wilhelm 
John E. MtXber
Thomm d. Rogers 
William B* Popple ton 
Henry D* totebrook 
H* H« BoXdrlane 
A. J. Love 
Goorg© 11* Kelley 
H* £.
Flee,/- Manager®?
Lieut*. W. 1* Wright 
Charles 1. Saunders 
Georg® 2* Crenk 
firthar P. Gulou 
Georg® H* Fulmer 
C* f. KLuntea 
Edwin T* Swob#
Frsnit 3?* Hamilton 
William 0* Doan©
Maids of Honors 
€bsah&
Miss Mary Mash 
Miss Daisy Doan©
Miss Hattie Cady 
Mias Helen Hosgland 
Miss May Bartlett 
Miss Alice Drake 
Miss Meliora Woolworth 
Miss Grace Hlmebaugh 
Miss Brownie Baum 
Miss Sue Copetser 
Miss Linda Curtis 
Mlas Blanche McKenna 
Miss Lillian Wilcox 
Miss Stella Hamilton 
Miss Pearl Hartman 
Council Bluffs 
Mies Mellie Eurmuehleln 
Miss Charity Babcock 
Lincoln 
Miss Marie' Marshall 
Miss Bertie Clark 
Miss Olive Letts 
Kearney 
Miss Kate Blade 
Miss Blanche Finch 
Hastings 
Miss Effi© McIntyre 
Miss Ida Leland 
Grand Island 
Miss Carrie Wassser 
Miss Margaret Howard
Ladies in waiting5
Omaha
Mrs* Henry Estabreok 
Mrs. Victor Caldwell 
Irs. Charles toll 
Mrs. Clement Chase 
Mrs. Elmer Bryson 
Mrs. Jmm®B B&vm 
Mrs, Gilbert Hithhcoek 
Mr®. John K. Wilbur 
Mrs. Harry Garten 
Mrs. William L. Dickey 
Mrs. Warren Rodgers 
Mrs. William Poppleion 
Mrs. Thom&s A. Fry 
Mrs. William Redick 
Mrs. Walter Jardlne 
Council Bluffs 
Mrs. Oliver Simons 
Beatrice 
Mrs. A. T. Cole 
Lincoln 
Mrs. William Leonard
Ladies of the Court: 
Omaha.
Mrs. C. F. Msnderson
Mr®. Guy Barton 
Mrs. J* M. Woolworth 
Mrs. B* S* Wilcox 
Mrs. J. M. tote®If 
Mrs. G. W. Doan®
Mrs. B. M. Bartlett 
Mrs. W. R» Bennett 
Mrs. H. J. fenfeld 
Mrs. Ben B. Wood 
Mrs. H. it. Caldwell 
Mrs. Jam®® McKenna 
Mrs. Lewi® M. Rheen 
Mrs. Gordon Wattles 
Mr®. Adolph Meyer 
Hastings 
Mrs. Jon it. Ragan 
Grand .Island 
Mrs. G« M. ThummeX 
Lincoln 
Mrs. Carl Funke
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THIS KINGS M m  GGBSMB OF OUIVIR/
1395 “ • *• M* Bartlett 
X896 — * deeper 1* feet
IS97 Edward P* Peek 
I898 —  R# S* Wileege 
1699 —  W* D* McHugh
M©1lore WeoXwertii 
toe* 1. It* Fairfield
to# Dundy
Mrs * flMrc* I*.
Ocrtrud. Kountae 
Mm. J. F. Stewart XX
flfcreee Alien 
M m .  Harry Clark
Miaa Hthsl Moraa
APPENDIX D
BOARD OP GOVERNORS
1695
Major 1* S. Wilcox - President
Mr* Dudley Smith - Vim  President
Mr. H* J* Fenfold * treasure
Mr* William Lyle Dickey - Secretary
Mr* Lewis H* Htieen
to. 1* M. Bartlett
Mr* Thomas A* Pry
Mr* Elmer 1* Bryson
Mr. Walter Jardtn©
Mr* John 1* Utt
Mr* William R* Bennett
Mr* Clement Chase
1896
Major R* S. Wilcox - President
Nr* Dudley Smith - Vico President
Mr* H* J* Penfold - Treasure
Mr* Clement Chase - Secretory
to. H* M* Bartlett
to* William It* Bennett
to* Elmer E, Bryson
to* Hicorns A* Pry
to* Walter Jardin©
to* Oscar B* Kiplinger
to* Vane# Lane
to* William H* McCord
1897
tojor K* S. Wilcox - President
to* Thomas A* Pry * Vice President
to. H* J* Penfold * treasure
to* Vance Lane - Secretary
Mr. Fred Mats* Jr.
to* Elmer E* Bryson
to* E* ft* Be* tlett
to* Willie B* Bennett
to. Edward P* Pack
to* Oscar D* Kiplin&er
to* Walter Jardlne
to* William M* Glass
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mm
Major H* S# WU&0& - President 
Mr. fbosas A* Fry «* Vice President 
Hr# H# <1# Fenfold * freMiira 
Hr* A* H. Mdyes ~ Secretary 
Hr# Fred Mete* Jr.
Hr* Elsttr K* Bisson 
Hr* Vane# tens 
Hr* William B* Bennett 
Hr* Edward P* Pee*
Mr* Oscar B* Kipllnger 
Hr* Walter Jardine 
Mr. William M* aiass
1899
Hr* themes A* Fry * President 
Hr# Halter Jardin* ~ Vic* President 
Hr* H* J* Penfold - tmmmum.
Wap. A. H* Hoyes ~ Secretary 
Hr* El»@r S# Bryson 
Hr* William H* Glass 
Hr* Oscar 0* Klplinger 
Hr* Vance ten#
Hr* J* 0* Martin 
fir* Fred Meta* Jr.
Hr# Edward P* Peck 
Major »* S* Wilcox 1
_  1Sa|sblE .§£ £&*$&cdttt m m s m * J f i u x t s l E  : ^
IQLopp aM^S^tlett^ucmpany# I S » /  l39^ I o W 7  1898* 1899)♦ Plates 
o n  pages Ii8-ia3 have teen reproduced from these official-, souvenir 
programs*
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parades
of tfondmtnw 
lioulse JSacBonaugh, Author
W%Lost
i• Subject
2* Ak-Ss King of Quivira
3# The ttranrMt Festival 
4 * Mondamin *a Castle 
5* tkm&amln Banishes th© Insects 
6* The War of The Elements 
7# Srnasonfs Arrival at Osaha 
8 *. Ak«»$ar~Ben *s Fountain of Youth
9# The Mater Mitch Opens The Flood Oates For Mebrasica 
10* She Crand Yislsr Iter® M s  The He turn of Prosperity 
11* The Queen and the Hose Fairy 
12* Quivira Fairies Before King Ak~S,,r~Befi 
13* Bevelrie® of Ak«Sa.r*Bmta Court 
ifi * Ak*Sar~Ben *a Counselor 
15* The Lord of The Exchequer 
16* Ak>Sar~8©n In The Chrysalis State 
17* At The Shrine of Mondamin 
18* Ak*S©r*B©fi *s Fishery 
19* Mondastin Preparing. The Feast
20* The ©rend Hufti Froa The Enchanted Forest Proclaims Peace, 
Plenty and Prosperity To All 4
IBaJyfl&*. 2f fe§j£rlfm SESlSMl § m S I & £  iZ£8£m.ma, (Oasta® 
iCLopp and Bartlett Cuapany, 1895). Plate on page l^THe* been 
reproduced frcaa tele p*w'g.’^ a».
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Iteeat of Oi^mpla " 
Mbra. A. J. Tttacle( Author
Float
1* Jupiter 
3, Amo 
3. Flop.
«. Hercules
5* Minerva 
?>. Coras 
?. Apollo 
8* Aurora 
9.
10. Neptune
11. Mercury
12. Pe©asua 
13* Fulcan 
lo, Sseulapius 
15. Mans
16* Fan 
17. Justice 
id. Cronus
Flatee on pages 129-134 have boon reproduced
19. Mara
20, Victory 
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"Feast of Quivira"
Mr. George F. West, Author
1. Title Float
2. "His Majesty, The King*
3# ^Ite Beparturo of Coronado *1 
4 * "The Land of The Astec •"
5* "Busman and The Captive *11
6. "Onward To Quivira«
7. [The Vision of The Plains*"
8* "TSrterr&x# The Bream^n
9* "The Vanished Bsees."
10. "Explorers and Traders- of .Another Hra. w
11. "The End o f French Sovereignty*11 
It. "She Lewis and Clark: Expedition.* M 
13* "Columbia at The Oates of Nebraska.
14. "The Orest Seal of Nebraska.*
15. Agriculture and Commerce.
16. "Steam and Electricity.
17* "The Bolden Hod."
18. "The Sugar Beet."
19* "Welcome Prosperity." ~
20, "The fraat-liiseleslppl, ^
3lbid*. 1397• Plates on pages 138-141 have teen reproduced 
fro® t3ila program.
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^Jb* zilwmhm n 
Hr# 8 # BenM* Author
Float 
1# 31 tl* Float
2# Hi* Bitig1© Float
t « Alhaaar* tb* Fouater of 2b© Albtttiira 
* ftm M m » t u r *  of 8ht Haaon 
5># fita Arabian hstrafogar 
6* 2h© Gothic Beauty
?* 3b* H&Fcloii of Iraia
8* llie FUgrin of Leva 
9# 3ba Moor *© Ltgaey 
10# 3he 3braa Beautiful Frineaasa*
1 1* fba Boa* of 2tia Allwabra 
1 2* 2h* Garten of 21*© Lteterass®
11* Yusaf and tbt tetamntera 
M #  2ba 2wo dlacraat Btatuoa 
1 5* 2!*a SoMiar fs story
16* filae® of Sahara.
IT* Bafsah and Iter Lover
1 8* fba Bbchantad Soldier
19# Cava of Salmaties 4
20* Ctaavtilena of Eaeis&nted $raaaura*« "
^B » M ** IS9 8* Flat** on pagea 145*143 bay* been reproduced 
fra* t33a program*
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the First. SJaetri sal Parade 
%onst«Usltons *
3. Jupiter
5. Polar Star— Foresli*
I« Cygnua and the Swan
3. ftesivse 
9, the Pleiades 
10. Zprs 
It. Saturn 
12 . Hers
13. Vatnia and Cooing Sight 
la. fhe S m t  Snip Aa®o 
13* She Eagle of tlie Republic
16. <Xir Here©* on Sea
Float
1. title Float
2. ftegasslus
*y
Our Heroes on land'
October ?, 1898.
1093
nQ®m of Brand and Cmlo Opera*
Mr# 0* A* Man**, Author
Float
1# fitle Float
2 m His Majesty Kliis A«*Sar*Bsii V #
3* lUia Fortim# tMliej*»*fl6ens fras Act 11#
4* CaM9n*«Cloalim ^®nm *
5* Use little 0©rporel“ Seene froei last Act#
6* Th® Marry fcives of Winclsor~FFa» last Act#
7* £he Flying PutcdaHUfr»*'$iie Ph&nfciKar* Ship#
6. Faust**fctelpurgij» Might and the PMeen Beans# 
9* fha Jolly Ikmkm Umrn^OpmkXng, Scene#
10# Aida# Soane from Act I*
11# $he HX£bm&ymat*~~Mt II#
12# 3&nahaeuaer~~&cene frees. Act 1#
13. Use ChsrJUstoii**Bems fresi Act I#
14# Siegfried*~Se©ne t m m  Act II*
15* Wang--Act I .
16* l*»h*ngrin*~Bcex)e from Act 1*
If# Visard of 1?r*e Mils**Act II*
16# Barter of B*vlil*«~4gMming Bcem*°
' npwwjips^ia S *"S M W > w iii ii iM irs w n tm iin ir f 'r t i r 'T T T i i V i r r ' ' ' r “ “ f ‘"    1 " n -  rari nrr
“lEtiStoE SlL %»Sgg-Mn sovivaalg irtmrm. og. cjLt. 1399. 
Flates on pages 151*156 liavs been reproduced from ihia program*
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Belton, Herbert E* Albuquerque: fhs Onivertilty
Castaneda, Fedro Be Tb© I h m U v *  of The Expedition of 
Coronado# Mew ISSi Charles ttrSEmr9* Sons, Ipj
Olson, Jraaes C. fljajfop: gLSSnttBL- Mncoln: University
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Vestal, Stanley* The Missouri* Mew forks Farrar and Bine* 
hart, 19^ 9*
Gamble , John w. "Ak-Sar-Ben, A Unique Omaha Institution
Whose Fame Mas Become World-Wide, f< Omaha ♦& Own M e g r i m * 
Voltsan# I (February, 1928).
of Mew Mexico >*s, 19 9.
Haynes, Jems B* i 
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FEBX0B2CABS
A Historical Sketch of Ak~Sar~B*n» w Omaha.+s Own 
Vclurane III (August, 1928)*
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Khlghta of Ak-Ser-fen Official Souvenir Froy
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luLopp and Bartlett C mpany, 1895, 189b
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Morning World-Herald, (Ctoaha, Nebraska), April 26, 1929. 
South Omaha Sun. October 20, 1955. 
fwnday World-Herald. Auguat 21, I960.
The Examiner. September 6, 1902, September 30, 1905.
The Illustrated Bee, September 8, 1901, September 21, 1902,
Octobsr ^§ 1903*
The Omaha Daily Bee, The Omaha Sunday Bee, April, 1895 - October,
The Qaaha Sunday Bee, September 19, 1920. 
World-Herald. May, ±895 - October, 1899. 
World-Herald. Sebruary 9, 1947.
